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Aside from the
obvious—no one
would exist without
someone having
become a mom—
mothers are the
cornerstones
of families,
communities,
economies, and
societies worldwide.
It’s staggering that
the World Health
Organization
estimates a woman
dies each minute
from complications
during pregnancy
and childbirth.
Pregnancy is often
a time of joy and
trepidation, but in
developing countries,
pregnancy is a
life-threatening
condition, as
pregnancy and
childbirth are leading
causes of death
among women of
reproductive age.
That’s why Direct
Relief focuses on
improving health
services for moms
and kids, aiming
particular effort at
threats to women
during pregnancy
and through delivery.

We

MOMS

page 10
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irect Relief pushed through a challenging
Fiscal Year 2009 and made good progress
against strong headwinds, thanks to the
tremendous support that you and others
provided in exceptionally difficult financial
times. Throughout the year, the combination
of increasing need for our work and contracting
resources available to meet the need presented
sobering financial challenges. A good case for

clinics and health centers in all 50 U.S. states. 2
Direct Relief has provided $1 billion in
medicines, medical supplies, and equipment since
2000—funded entirely with private support. Our
dedicated Board of Directors 3 and Advisory Board,
in addition to devoting thousands of hours to
the organization, also demonstrated tremendous
personal generosity through their financial support.
We are pleased to report that all fundraising and
administrative
expenses incurred
during the fiscal
year were paid by
the Direct Relief
Foundation,
the supporting
organization
established to
manage bequest
proceeds, provide
financial stability, and finance rapid emergency
response and other key initiatives when no other
funding exists.
The Foundation is managed by its own Board of
Trustees, which is, in turn, controlled and directed
by the Board of Direct Relief International, who
authorized transfers to enable immediate responses
to humanitarian emergencies in Myanmar and
Southern California4 without jeopardizing other
planned activities.
Because fundraising and administrative costs
were fully covered by bequest proceeds in the
Foundation, 100 percent of all donors’ contributions
were devoted to supporting our partners with
medical resources to increase healthcare access,
quality, and affordability so that more people can
receive better care. Highlights of our humanitarian
work included the largest nonprofit-managed
distribution of HIV test kits worldwide to improve

A MESSAGE
from the chairman and the

president & ceo
pessimism existed. But we were—and remain—
optimistic as prior-year investments in new systems
brought increased efficiencies and precision in
conducting our humanitarian programs throughout
the United States and around the world. Because of
these efforts, Direct Relief was able to step up and
expand our help at a critical time.
Direct Relief ended this fiscal year with good
momentum, expanded opportunities, greater staff
and operational capacity, and deepened insight.
We became the first and only nonprofit
organization in the U.S. to be licensed to provide
prescription medications in all 50 states, which
enabled Direct Relief USA1 to become the largest
nonprofit program in the country helping uninsured,
low-income patients obtain needed prescriptions.
As many organizations were forced to contract
or even cease operations, our work expanded to 72
countries around the world and 1,100 safety net
6
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public health responses, 5 partnerships to train
paraprofessional health workers in Southern Sudan and
nurses in India,6 and broadening the reach of innovative
mobile-medicine activities in Niger 7 and Bolivia.
Direct Relief has enhanced its commitment to
mothers and babies worldwide by helping to ensure
their safety, from pregnancy through delivery and
postpartum: equipping midwives in 15 countries, 8
training midwives in Afghanistan 9 and India, partnering
with the African Medical Research and Education
Foundation to promote emergency obstetric care in
Uganda, and supporting obstetric fistula prevention
and care programs10 across Africa. To further support
our assistance programs on the African continent we
have also established a wholly owned subsidiary, Direct
Relief International South Africa, with headquarters in
Johannesburg. In the coming years we expect this new
venture to grow substantially as we expand our work in
South Africa and become better positioned to serve the
surrounding countries.
Our efforts to strengthen the healthcare safety net
in the U.S. also grew substantially. Direct Relief USA
has provided $180 million in prescription support11 to
clinics and health centers nationwide. In addition to
becoming the sole U.S. nonprofit licensed to provide
prescription medications in all 50 U.S. states,12 Direct
Relief also earned the distinction of being the first and
only nonprofit certified by the National Association of
Boards of Pharmacy as a Verified Accredited Wholesaler
Distributor.

7 / IRMA TURTLE

8 / S U M B A F O U N D AT I O N

11

13

Among the benefits of having sustained our program
through seven decades of history13 is perspective,
including the recognition that we must adapt, improve,
and act even as circumstances do not play out as we had
planned. Fiscal Year 2009 required us to shift gears,
but it was to accelerate, not slow down. We were very
pleased that, despite the challenging environment,
Direct Relief stepped up and pursued its humanitarian
mission even more intensely and in the most efficient,
respectful, and productive manner possible. For the
many changes that the year presented, a constant was
that people whose lives and health are threatened by
poverty, disease, or natural disaster need help.
Please accept our heartfelt thanks for your interest
and involvement in the work of Direct Relief.

STANLEY C. HATCH,
Chairman

9 / W I L L I A M VA Z Q U E Z

THOMAS TIGHE,
President & CEO

10 / LINDSEY POLLACZEK

12 / MARGARET MOLLOY
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

In this rural area of Ghana
near Lake Volta, doctors
are few and far between.
Since 1988, Direct Relief
has provided over $8 million
(wholesale) in medical
assistance to partner health
clinics in Ghana serving
patients, who often walk six
hours to seek care. Read
more about Direct Relief’s
work in Ghana on page 9.

RANDY OLSEN, COURTESY OF BD

“Robust, scalable systems and innovative analytics make
Direct Relief a strong, smart link in the supply chain of
essential medicines, supplies, and equipment to otherwise
under-resourced healthcare providers facing the world’s most
pressing public health dilemmas.”
– paul thompson,
Direct Relief International Chief of Programs

8 FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

access.
Quality.
affordability.
The best health outcomes include three factors: ACCESS, QUALITY, and
AFFORDABILITY. Working with our partners in all 50 U.S. states and in 72 countries
around the world, we at Direct Relief see examples of excellent care everyday.
Health has intrinsic value for every person.
It is essential for people to learn, work, and
make a living. Sick people can’t work, and they
become poor or stay poor; and people who are
poor are at higher risk of getting sick. Access
to quality health services is integral to creating
positive change for people stuck in this cycle.
Direct Relief’s aim is to strengthen fragile
health systems that serve people who are
poor. We work to ensure that the healthcare
professionals in impoverished communities
worldwide are able to maintain, expand, and
improve health services to people regardless
of their ability to pay.
In turn, the people served have a better chance
to survive, become healthy, and realize their
inherent human potential.
While working to strengthen basic health
services in resource-poor regions,
Direct Relief focuses on four priority areas:
programs serving women and children,
health system strengthening, activities that
address HIV/AIDS prevention and care, and
emergency preparedness and response.

FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

increasing
access
3

The healthcare providers
Direct Relief supports in the
U.S. and abroad are constantly
looking for pragmatic,
innovative ways to bridge
such obstacles to access.
Be it through mobile clinics,
telemedicine, or medical
training, Direct Relief has
worked for 61 years to infuse
essential medical resources
into in-country health
systems so more people can
receive better quality care.

BENI RIVER HEALTH PROJECT

4

In Niger, the NOMAD
FOUNDATION has brought
health care to nomadic populations
by establishing a medical center
on a well-traveled migratory route.
A Nigerien woman has a one-inseven lifetime risk of dying in

IRMA TURTLE

Many factors limit people’s access
to care. Scarcity of resources—
human, financial, technological,
and medical material—and limited
access to education and physical
proximity to care are among
the many challenges. Consider
the Liberian family in the Temor
Chiefdom of Grand Bassa County
who walk ten hours and cross
a river in a dugout canoe to
get to the nearest hospital in
Kakata. Or the Quechuan man in
Cochabamba, Bolivia, unaware
that his advancing blindness
is a result of diabetes. Or the
expectant immigrant mother in
the Lower Ninth Ward of New
Orleans, Louisiana, anxious for
prenatal care, but having difficulty
understanding her options because
of language barriers.

2

1

10 FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T

childbirth—the worst reported
ratio in the world. At and near
the health center, the Tuareg and
Wodaabe peoples of the isolated
Sahel and Sahara regions can
now access essential medicines,
patient services, clean water, food,
education, and skills training—
without compromising their
traditional herding cultures.

The U.S.-based nonprofit
TURTLEWILL1 works with nomads
in Niger, Mali, and Ethiopia—
populations particularly afflicted by
malaria, respiratory infections, and
intestinal parasites—by conducting
annual medical camps along
migratory routes,2 providing primary
care to over 20,000 people since
2004.
THE BENI RIVER HEALTH
PROJECT 3 is located in northern
Bolivia, at the base of the Andes
Mountains where the Amazon
jungle begins to wind through one
of the poorest and most inaccessible
regions of the country. The project
operates out of a small office in the
town of Rurrenabaque that serves
as both a permanent medical clinic
and a base camp from which a small
boat equipped with medicines and
medical supplies traverses the Beni
River.4 Often for days at a time,
clinic staff visit jungle communities

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
bd + direct relief:

5

BRETT WILLIAMS

and provide health care and health
education to remote populations.
Excursions also focus on training
community health workers and the
installation of biosand
water filters for potable
water. Direct Relief has
supported the project since
its inception ten years ago.

where there is otherwise little access
to care. The van has brought stateof-the-art care to more than 30,000
people using live-video conferencing
and real-time transmission of medical
information to expert medical
providers at the AIMS hospital.
Earlier this year, a second Direct
Relief-funded telemedicine van was
provided to another specialty hospital
in South India.

addressing
poverty through
partnership in
Ghana

SERVANE PELLE

SEE THE VIDEO

about King’s Medical Center at

D IRECT R ELIEF . ORG
7

Located in West Africa, Ghana has
a population of over 23 million.
According to the World Health
Organization, over 40 percent of the
population does not have adequate
access to health facilities (within one

In 2005, Direct Relief
formed a strategic
partnership with MARIE
STOPES INTERNATIONAL
(MSI), a leading
reproductive health service nonprofit
organization with facilities serving
five million people around the
world. Direct Relief now supplies
MSI clinics—such as this one, in
Kabul, Afghanistan5—and outreach
programs in 15 countries that assist
women and children in Africa, Asia,
Latin America, and the Middle East.
In Southwestern India, the
AMRITA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
SCIENCES (AIMS) 6 operates a
cutting-edge telemedicine van to
bring care to the many people who
are too remote, sick, or poor to get to
a hospital. Direct Relief funded the
van and provides the medical material
for everything from its ongoing health
clinics in nearby villages to its broad
excursions to the sites of natural
disasters and health emergencies

hour travel) and maternal- and childmortality rates are high.
Since 2007, Direct Relief and BD
DANIEL ROTHENBERG, PHOTOASIA.ORG

have played an active role in improving
health care in Ghana through the BD/

THE ABBOTT FUND and Direct
Relief’s partnership to support
the ANGKOR HOSPITAL FOR
CHILDREN 7 in Cambodia, where 45
percent of children are malnourished,
provides nutritional products and
medical support essential for patients
and also established an on-site garden
and demonstration kitchen where
families learn to grow, prepare,
and eat nutritious foods to avoid
preventable malnutrition.

Direct Relief Volunteer Service Trip
(VST). VST provides opportunities
for BD associates to strengthen
healthcare systems first-hand by
working with Direct Relief’s local
partners—supplying advanced lab
diagnostics, training midwives, and
upgrading infrastructure, putting
health facilities like the King’s Medical
Center in a stronger position to meet
the needs of their communities, where
the average wage is just $1 per day.
“We say an ‘ELEPHANT THANK YOU’
to express our deep joy, gratitude, and
appreciation to Direct Relief and BD
for the many mothers and fathers who
may rush their children to the King’s
Village because they are sick or severely
malnourished, or even to educate and
equip them to make a difference in their
lives and communities.”

6

MATT MACCALLA

– pastor ben owusu-sekyere,
Director, King’s Village Project

FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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STRENGTHENING
HEALTH SYSTEMS
AND PRIMARY CARE
For more than 60 years,
Direct Relief has infused
essential medical resources
into in-country systems so
more people can receive
better quality care.

fewer than half of new mothers and infants
receive any postnatal health care.

postpartum

> SEE #2

Complications during birth are countered with
emergency obstetric care, greatly increasing the
safety and survival rates of the mother and baby

Critical Period

3

Complications that lead to death or injury—such as obstetric
fistula > SEE # —often occur when a trained attendant is not
present during delivery, the distance to care is too great, or health
centers are not equipped with skilled providers, proper equipment, or
emergency medications.

ups with ultrasounds and
prenatal vitamin regimens are
considered minimum requirements
during pregnancy, yet most of the
world’s expectant mothers lack access
to such care. In recent years, Direct
Relief has focused more intensely
on expanding and enhancing
these health services for
pregnant women.

PREGNANCY Regular check-

Clean, safe delivery with a trained
attendant and proper equipment > SEE #1

only half of women benefit
from a skilled attendant at birth, yet this is the
most critical period for mother and baby.

birth

SUPPORTING MOTHERS AND BABIES WORLDWIDE

A woman dies each minute from complications during pregnancy and childbirth—more than 500,000 each year
worldwide. Nearly all—99 percent—of these deaths occur in developing countries. For every woman who dies in
childbirth, another 20 to 50 survive but suffer devastating injuries such as obstetric fistula. Children who have lost
their mothers are up to 10 more times more likely to die prematurely than those who have not.
While Direct Relief ’s work aims to expand the quality, availability, and access to health services for all people,
a principal focus of this effort is on maternal and child health and, more specifically, interventions that directly
address threats to women during pregnancy and childbirth. These interventions include expanding access to
care, ensuring safe deliveries through midwife training and kits, addressing complications through emergency
obstetric care, restoring health
through obstetric fistula repair,
and preventing mother-to-child
transmission of HIV.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

an
accessible, reliable, and
well-resourced maternal
and child health system.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

safe delivery
MIDWIFE TRAINING & KITS

WILLIAM VAZQUEZ

Pregnancy and childbirth are the leading causes of
death and disability among women in developing
countries. Having a skilled attendant present during
delivery is considered the single most critical
intervention for ensuring safe motherhood.
Direct Relief is deeply committed to reducing
maternal and infant mortality. It supports facilities and organizations
that train midwives so that more women have access to prenatal and
obstetric care, and more babies are properly cared for during their
critical first days. It also helps equip birth attendants with necessary
supplies to make use of their life-saving skills.

2

Equipped and Ready
Training and equipping midwives saves lives and
significantly increases and improves the chance for
safe delivery. Based on input from partners in the
field, Direct Relief created medical kits to equip
midwives. The kits come in two versions: one for
traditional midwives working at the village level and
another for certified midwives who have completed
more advanced training.
The traditional midwife kits are targeted to areas
where more than 70 percent of deliveries occur at
home and where providers have completed basic birth
attendant training programs. The program started
in 2006, and, with support from the STEINMETZ
FOUNDATION, 694 traditional midwife kits

Midwife Training
Afghanistan has one of the highest maternal mortality rates in the world, but the
AFGHAN INSTITUTE OF LEARNING (AIL) is working to reverse that statistic.
Founded by Sakena Yacoobi in 1995, AIL provides healthcare services, preschool
through university-level education, and training to women and girls at four sites in
Afghanistan. With support from the
1
Abbott Fund and Direct Relief, AIL
has operated a successful nurse-

AFRICA Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Malawi,
Uganda, Tanzania
ASIA Afghanistan, China (Tibet), India,
Indonesia, Laos, Philippines
LATIN AMERICA + THE CARIBBEAN
El Salvador, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico
PACIFIC Fiji

SUMBA FOUNDATION

midwife training course since 2005.2
To date, 77 women have completed
their training, with most now
employed in clinics and hospitals.
Thirty-two students are expected to
graduate in 2010.
Trainees study a comprehensive curriculum of medical subjects during the
18-month program and after graduation are able to treat an estimated 11,000
patients a year. Because it is culturally preferred that Afghan women receive health
care from a female provider, highly skilled nurse-midwives represent greater access
to care and are highly sought after. The Abbott Fund
THE $50 KIT IS
have been provided to midwives in Sumba,1
has funded nurse-midwife training programs since
DESIGNED TO HANDLE
Indonesia, and 15 other countries.
2005; together, Direct Relief and the Abbott Fund
100 DELIVERIES,
Certified midwife kits contain the same
have provided AIL with more than $7 million in cash
WITH EQUIPMENT
contents as traditional midwife kits but include
grants and medical material assistance.
THAT IS STERILIZED
higher-level equipment such as stethoscopes,
In Maharashtra State, India, PRASAD
AFTER EACH USE AND
blood pressure cuffs, and instruments
SUPPLIES THAT CAN
CHIKITSA provides medical care to a largely
appropriate for either births at home or in a
BE RESTOCKED BY
indigenous population marginalized by caste and
health or maternity center. MILTEX, INC., a
DIRECT RELIEF.
poverty. Midwifery skills traditionally have been
division of Integra LifeSciences Corporation,
passed down through generations, with a traditional
provided critical elements to complete the kits. A total midwife, or dai, learning from her grandmother and mother. With Direct Relief ’s
of 30 certified midwife kits were produced and sent
support, PRASAD Chikitsa is providing a two-year part-time training program for
to partners in 2008. Kits targeted to partners’ needs
dais to improve and expand their skill base. Thanks to funding from the Abbott
have helped increase capacity for safe delivery in
Fund, 40 women are receiving training through the program.
several regions around the world:

In Afghanistan, where only 14% of births are attended by a skilled healthcare
worker and the literacy rate is just 13% for women, Direct Relief and the Abbott
Fund have teamed up for five years to support the critical work of the Afghan
Institute of Learning in training midwives and educating women and children.
FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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addressing
complications

EMERGENCY OBSTETRIC CARE
In about
15 percent of deliveries worldwide, an
unpredictable complication occurs. That’s
when emergency obstetric care (EmOC),
such as a cesarean section, becomes
necessary. But for women in developing
countries, access to EmOC is very limited,
so those who experience complications
during delivery will likely suffer debilitating
injuries like obstetric fistula or even death.
The disability or loss of a mother reduces
the survival rates of her other children
and affects not just her family but the
community at large.
2
In partnership with African Medical
KRISTI BULLOCK
Research and Education Foundation
(AMREF), Direct Relief has started a pilot program in Uganda to fight maternal mortality by equipping health facilities
and providers so they can offer quality EmOC services.

KRISTI BULLOCK

1

PRINCESS DIANA HEALTH CENTER1 is a primary
health center for residents of Soroti district working to
become the EmOC center for the district and a referral
center for surrounding districts—a total catchment of
three million people. High-risk patients will be sent to
Princess Diana in advance of delivery so they can receive
surgical intervention immediately if an emergency arises
during labor. Nearby, SOROTI REGIONAL REFERRAL
HOSPITAL handles all
surgical referrals, from road
accidents to C-sections.
More than 100 EmOC
interventions are performed
there each month, but women
must travel long distances
and wait extensive periods
before surgery. Delayed
EmOC is often fatal for
unborn babies and their
mothers.
EmOC is part of a care
continuum. Adequate
prenatal care supporting the
mother and her unborn baby

14 FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T

is paired with careful monitoring before and throughout
delivery. At minimum, a midwife is present during
delivery. Proper training enables a midwife to provide
interventions when complications arise, or to know when
to refer a woman on to an EmOC facility. AMREF trains
midwives and clinical officers, and Direct Relief sees that
these health professionals have the tools they need to
support such critical decision-making.
As part of the pilot program, AMREF is improving
training and capacity at all facilities in Soroti district
to ensure adequate local maternity services. Direct
Relief supports AMREF by supplying materials,
pharmaceuticals, and equipment. A large consignment
of supplies and equipment—including an anesthetic
machine, oxygen concentrators, and an ultrasound
machine 2—will enable the trained staff at Princess Diana
to inaugurate EmOC service in the new health center.
Direct Relief has also donated nine motorcycles and
several computers to AMREF in Soroti to assist in service
delivery and evaluation of the project.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

restoring
health & hope
OBSTETRIC FISTULA
PREVENTION AND CARE

ADDIS ABABA FISTULA HOSPITAL

Every year, more than
a half a million women
die during pregnancy
and childbirth. For every
woman who dies in labor,
many more will suffer serious injury if proper obstetrics care

In Ethiopia, Direct Relief provides support to the
Addis Ababa Fistula Hospital, the only medical center
in the world dedicated exclusively to fistula repair.
The hospital is the model institution for obstetric
fistula repair and training in Africa, providing free
repair services for approximately 2,500 women every
year and long-term care for 50 women whose obstetric
fistula cannot be repaired.

is not available in time. This tragedy is most significant in
the poorest countries where the risk of death and disability
is hundreds of times greater than it is in the developed
world.

JFK MEDICAL CENTER

LINDSEY POLLACZEK

The JFK Medical Center in Monrovia, Liberia, has a ward
and operating theater dedicated to fistula repair. The
center’s multifaceted program focuses on prevention, repair,
and rehabilitation/reintegration for fistula patients. The
project was launched in 2007, and in its first two years, more
than 330 women received fistula repair surgery. Nurses and
midwives have been trained to provide quality emergency
obstetric care, including safe delivery, and doctors have
been trained in management of common obstetric emergency
techniques such as cesarean section.
SINCE INCEPTION IN 1974,
THE ADDIS ABABA FISTULA HOSPITAL HAS
TREATED 30,000 WOMEN FOR FISTULA REPAIR.

Meet Nkwimba
LINDSEY POLLA
CZE

K

In March, Nkwimba went into labor
with her eighth child in her village
in Shinyanga District in northern
Tanzania. With no bus fare to take her
to the nearest hospital, which was
far away on very bad roads, she labored at
home for several days. As a result of the prolonged labor, Nkwimba suffered
significant injury, including nerve damage to her right leg and severe back pain.
She also developed two fistulas, leaving her unable to control both her bladder
and bowel movements.
Several months later, Nkwimba and her husband were able to afford the
trip to the BUGANDO MEDICAL CENTER where she was admitted to the
fistula ward. Five months later, one of the fistulas has been repaired successfully
and she is able to walk with minimal pain. She is still waiting for the repair of
her second fistula due to the long waiting list at the hospital, but she is hopeful
about the outcome. The thought of returning to her community healed gives
her reason to smile.

Worldwide, more than two million women are living
with obstetric fistula, 80 percent of whom live in subSaharan Africa. Obstetric fistula is a devastating childbirth
injury that develops during prolonged labor when
adequate medical care is not available. The result is a tear
in the birth canal which leaves the woman incontinent and
almost always results in stillbirth of the child. Women who
develop fistula are often ostracized because of the odor
caused by chronic incontinence. The stigma that women
with fistula endure adds to the grief already caused by the
physical injury and loss of the baby in delivery.
Obstetric fistula is preventable and treatable. When
women have access to quality emergency obstetric care,
the incidence of maternal death and disability drops
significantly. Obstetric fistula repair surgery is a relatively
simple procedure, and the success rate of repair on
the first attempt can be as high as 90 percent. With
funding and donated product from Johnson & Johnson,
Direct Relief supports five obstetric fistula repair and
prevention programs in Africa. In addition to the three
already mentioned, Direct Relief is also working with
JAMAA MISSION HOSPITAL in Nairobi, Kenya, and
EDNA ADAN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL in Hargeisa,
Somaliland. Through this network, more than 3,500
women receive fistula repair surgeries annually.
FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

defining the big

problems

HIV Prevention and Testing
very day, an estimated
1,000 children are
infected with HIV, the
virus that causes AIDS.
This is a profound
human tragedy, the
primary cause of which is preventable.
Without medical intervention, the chance
that a mother will pass along the virus to
her child is as high as 40 percent, but with
proper testing and therapy, this risk can
be nearly eliminated.
A vaccine may someday protect
humans against this and other deadly
viruses, but for now, aggressive education
and prevention campaigns are essential. It
is also critical to focus resources on where
this infectious disease exists to save those
who can transmit it and those who are
most likely to contract it. Deciding who
to treat requires knowing who is HIVpositive.
In 2008, an estimated 430,000
children were infected with HIV, the

LINDSEY POLLACZEK
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vast majority through mother-to-child
transmission. Prevention of motherto-child transmission (PMTCT) of
HIV requires a set of interventions that
together can greatly reduce the risk that
the infant will acquire the virus. HIV
testing and counseling, often referred to
as the gateway to care and treatment, is
an essential intervention to ensure women
have proper care and support to minimize
the chance of transmission. While the
number of pregnant women in low- and
middle- income countries receiving HIV
tests has increased in recent years, the
large majority of women still do not know
their status.
In partnership with Abbott, Direct
Relief began distributing free, HIV rapid
test kits in 2007. This program, initiated
by Abbott in 2002, has donated more than
13 million rapid HIV tests to prevention
programs throughout the developing
world. Eleven million pregnant women
have been tested and over one million of

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

TOP 5 HIV RAPID TEST
KIT COUNTRY
RECIPIENTS IN 2009

– UNAIDS, 2009

976,000
520,000
483,000
415,000
281,000

those women tested positive for HIV.
Rapid tests have also have been provided
for more than two million spouses and
children of pregnant women who have
tested positive.
Sixty-nine developing countries are
eligible for the program, including all
countries in Africa, where the burden of
HIV is heaviest. Direct Relief is working
to eliminate barriers to the testing of
pregnant women for HIV in countries
where mothers and their children face
the greatest threat.
The test is quick—results take 15
minutes—and requires no electricity or
water, making it ideal for areas that may
lack steady access to either resource. If a
pregnant woman tests positive for HIV,
the healthcare provider can take the

CRAIG BENDER

Kenya
Haiti
Congo, DR
Cameroon
Rwanda

AN ESTIMATED 390,000
CHILDREN WERE INFECTED
WITH HIV IN 2008 IN SUBSAHARAN AFRICA.

necessary steps to help prevent the baby
from being infected with the virus.
In many developing countries, Direct
Relief is working closely with ministries
of health and other major healthcare
networks managing PMTCT programs
to distribute the test kits. The Rwandan

Ministry of Health, one of the first to
subscribe to the program, has tested
more than 1.2 million pregnant women,
more than 52,000 of whom have tested
HIV-positive.
In 2009, Direct Relief coordinated
the distribution of the rapid HIV
tests to 54 organizations located in 21
countries, primarily in sub-Saharan
Africa. Through this expansive partner
network, the diagnostic tests were placed
into the hands of trained HIV counselors
who see patients at over 9,000 unique
testing sites. Through these sites, a
reported 2.4 million pregnant women
and their spouses and children were
tested for HIV.

In a village outside of Eldoret, in
western Kenya, Florence, an HIV
counselor with AMPATH, explains
to a young family the importance
of HIV testing and tests the couple
for the virus using rapid tests
donated by Abbott and distributed
by Direct Relief.
FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

carce resources, increasing demand, and high costs of training often
preclude specialists and other healthcare providers from delivering
care to the most needed areas. The poorest parts of the world are often
compromised by the flight of health professionals in whom training has
been invested. But some groups, like the AFRICAN MEDICAL RESEARCH
AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION (AMREF), are filling these voids by
training paraprofessionals, technicians, community-based educators, and other health
workers so that essential care can be provided at lower costs. In many countries,
clinical officers provide basic surgical procedures in the absence of a doctor. Trained
to assume the role of a physician—providing diagnosis and treatment, conducting

basic training
for basic care

Strengthening Health Systems by Filling Needs
surgical procedures, and educating communities—clinical officers deliver a significant
percentage of healthcare services.
In Southern Sudan, the need for trained healthcare providers is great: After almost
20 years of war, it is estimated that there is only one doctor for every 220,000 people.
To address this need, Direct Relief sponsors the training of clinical officer students
enrolled in a three-year course at the National Health Training Institute in Maridi1.
These students represent all ten of Southern Sudan’s states, and the region has retained
99 percent of graduated clinical officers.

AMREF

1
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In 2009,
Direct Relief
committed $192,000
to sponsor 30 clinical
officer students at
the National Health
Training Institute in
Maridi, South Sudan,
where there is one
doctor for every
220,000 people.

PHOTOS THIS PAGE: MATT MACCALLA

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

In India’s southeastern
port city of Chennai,
Sri Ramakrishna Math
runs a Direct Reliefsponsored nurse
assistant training
program, funded by
GSK, that has graduated
1,200 nurse assistants
to work in regions
suffering from a
shortage of professional
medical personnel.

2
3

In northern Tamil Nadu, India, more than 1,200
formerly disadvantaged young women are now employed
in healthcare facilities in regions suffering from a shortage
of medical personnel, following graduation from a Direct
Relief-supported nursing assistant training program.2 In
collaboration with SRI RAMAKRISHNA MATH in Chennai,3
the program, funded by GlaxoSmithKline, assists women
who have completed their secondary schooling but can’t
afford to continue their educations. Selected from families
of agricultural laborers and fishermen living in rural, lowincome areas, the nursing assistants 4 complete the program
with valuable skills, and help build organizational capacity in
hospitals and health clinics. The graduates have a 100 percent
employment rate, bringing needed financial help to the young
women, their families, and home villages.

“If I had to select a single development over
the past year that encouraged me most, it
would be this. International agencies working in
health, the major funding agencies, foundations,
and donors now fully understand the absolute
necessity of investing in basic health systems and
infrastructure. This is a major step forward.”

4

– dr. margaret chan, Director-General
of the World Health Organization

FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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Strengthening the
Safety Net
FOR 20 MILLION
PATIENTS

“Such vital supplies enable
our clinic to continue to
provide medical supplies to
the low-income and medically
underserved community,
especially at the present
time of an ever-deepening
healthcare crisis.”
– paula Wilson,
President/CEO, Valley Community Clinic,
North Hollywood, CA
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ver 46 million
people in
the U.S.
lack health
insurance,
and that
number grows
daily as financial
pressures push many more
people into a position of
needing help. But quietly,
every day, more Americans
are getting access to
the quality, affordable
preventive and primary
care they need at local
nonprofit community
clinics and health centers.
Direct Relief USA is
supporting more than
1,100 of these clinics in
all 50 states. Since 2004,
we’ve provided more than
$180 million in medical
assistance to clinics for
distribution to their
patients who cannot afford
their prescriptions. It’s
a high-impact, low-cost
program that has become
increasingly important as
the economy has faltered.

The expanded
commitment to help in
the U.S. prompted Direct
Relief to build what is
now the largest nonprofit
program of its kind in the
nation. Direct Relief is the
first and only nonprofit
organization to become
a wholesale pharmacy
distributor in all 50 states,
the District of Columbia,
and Puerto Rico. Our
network of partner clinics
and the information and
distribution systems we
have built to assist them
are also a key platform for
focused, efficient response
to emergencies, to which
low-income communities
and people are most
vulnerable.

PHOTOS THIS PAGE: MARGARET MOLLOY

DIRECT RELIEF USA

SUPPORT
ING
THE
SAFETY
NET
“There’s not a single health
center that doesn’t tell
me that they have more patients
coming in the door any given day
than they can possibly handle.”
– dan hawkins, National Association of
Community Health Centers Policy Director,
as told to the Chronicle of Philanthropy

Direct
Relief USA
strengthens
community
clinics and
health centers
throughout the
United States
through three
programs:

SAFETY NET
INVENTORY SUPPORT:

Increasing Access to Medication
for Underserved People

REPLENISHMENT:

Providing a Reliable, No-Cost
Supply of Medication to Clinics

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
AND RESPONSE:
Building Resource Capacity of
Clinics in Times of Crisis

FISCAL YEAR 2009 A N N U A L R E P O R T
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DIRECT RELIEF USA
AND
TEVA PHARMACEUTICALS

help

500,000
Patients
With

Asthma
ou

just lost your job and with it your
health insurance. You have asthma—an
often chronic condition—and you’ve tried
enrolling in an inhaler manufacturer’s
patient assistance program, but that requires
access to a doctor and now you can’t afford to see one. So
what do you do? The local emergency room is an option, but
is stretched to capacity by the throngs of others also doing
their best to access health care.
Where do you go to get help to manage your asthma?
You, along with millions of other Americans weathering
similar circumstances, will most likely leap for the safety
net—thousands of
community based
HEALTH CARE FOR THE
nonprofit clinics and HOMELESS, INC.
Baltimore, MD
health centers as your “ We very much appreciate the
generosity of Teva Pharmaceuticals
point of access to
in helping us serve our very
care. For more than
vulnerable and indigent clients.”
20 million patients,
– JEFF SINGER, President & CEO
these clinics and
health centers serve as their medical home, and
on average 40 percent of these patients have no
health insurance.
The national associations that bring
these independent healthcare facilities
under one umbrella are at the forefront of
assisting clinic efforts to reach patients
in difficult economic straits. So when
Teva Pharmaceuticals, the largest generic
pharmaceutical manufacturer in the world,
sought Direct Relief USA’s help in distributing
500,000 ProAir HFA inhalers among patients in need
nationwide, Direct Relief gauged clinic demand through
®
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longtime partners the National Association
of Community Health Centers and the
National Association of Free Clinics.
“On a daily basis, we work to get donated
medicine in the hands of people who need
them,” explained Direct Relief USA Director
Damon Taugher. “Working with the national
clinic and health center associations, Teva
Pharmaceutical’s extraordinary donation was
aimed at those most vulnerable.”
Harbor Community Clinic in San Pedro
sees 1,800 patients each month in the heart of
one of the poorest districts in California (over
40 percent of the 15th Congressional District’s
children are uninsured—the highest percentage in the
country). Sixty-three percent
YORK COUNTY
of Harbor Community’s
COMMUNITY ACTION
patients live on less than $500 CLINIC
Sanford, ME
per month—well below the
we provide care
federal poverty level. Executive “Because
at the homeless shelter,
Director Michele Ruple asserts
we were thrilled to get the
inhalers. Many of these
that Harbor Community’s
patients have no health
patients deserve the respect of
insurance—not even
Medicaid—and finding
accessing quality health care.
resources to buy medicine
“There’s a misconception that
is a real challengve. Your
contribution means a
the uninsured are not working
great deal to people who
individuals…they are,” says
have very, very little. On
their behalf, please accept
Ruple. “They often perform
our thanks!”
some of the most dangerous
– BARBARA CRIDER,
jobs in the community or other Director, Health Services
essential
ANGELS
services. We are a safety
COMMUNITY CLINIC
net so these hard-working
Murray, KY
individuals can maintain their health
“ This is a prayer
answered. Thank
and get needed medical care.”
you so very much.”
Harbor Community treats 600
– RENITA CARTER,
patients with asthma each month.
Executive Director
The clinic received 200 of Teva’s
donated inhalers, and Ruple was thrilled with the
company’s generosity and Direct Relief’s distribution
model. “On behalf of the patients in the Harbor Area as well
as our medical staff,” she said, “we thank you for this most
generous donation to those in need!”

SINCE
FEBRUARY 2009,
DIRECT RELIEF USA
HAS SUPPORTED
MORE THAN 700
CLINICS IN ALL 50 STATES
WITH TEVA’S PROAIR ®
INHALERS.

DIRECT RELIEF USA
Almost half
of uninsured
adults with
chronic
conditions
forgo needed
medical care
or prescription
drugs due
to cost.
– NATIONAL
CENTER FOR
HEALTH
STATISTICS

5
facts
*

from our nationwide survey
of safety net clinics and health centers in all 50
states, Washington D.C., and Puerto Rico**

FOR THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF 2009
COMPARED TO THOSE OF 2008…
Of the 4.2 million patients represented
by the 562 responding clinics, nearly half
were uninsured
Patient loads increased 7.9%
Uninsured patient volume increased 9.6%
8.6% of all patients were uninsured
and had diabetes
Uninsured patients with diabetes
increased 12.9%

A SUCCESS STORY

helping uninsured
patients with diabetes
In 2009, Direct Relief USA and BD
launched a nationwide program to assist people
diagnosed with diabetes who had been affected
by the economic crisis. People who are newly
unemployed often lack health insurance and
access to affordable medical care, making chronic
conditions difficult to manage. For those with
diabetes, this
people, often results
or 7.8% of the U.S.
in a number of
serious, sometimes
population,
life-threatening
. – CDC
complications. In
an effort to prevent these serious complications,
BD teamed up with Direct Relief to distribute five
million insulin syringes and pen needles.
Direct Relief distributed a nationwide survey
to better understand the need for insulin injection
products and to develop an allocation plan for
the donation. The 562 clinic and health center
respondents spanned all 50 states plus the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Results indicated
that these clinics provide care to 4.2 million
patients, 8.6 percent of whom are uninsured
patients with diabetes. Thanks to BD, Direct
Relief was able to distribute insulin syringes
and pen needles to these clinics, enabling their
uninsured patients to receive a three-month supply
of the products.

23.6 million

has
diabetes

*As cited in the New England Journal of Medicine, December 2009
**Nationwide Survey of Patient Volume January–June 2009 compared to
January–June 2008: Overall Patients and Patients with Diabetes
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DIRECT RELIEF USA

bolstering preventive

& Primary Care

Direct Relief USA’s
SAFETY NET INVENTORY SUPPORT
and REPLENISHMENT PROGRAMS
SAFETY NET
INVENTORY SUPPORT

Increasing Access to Medication for
Underserved People

n 2004, Direct Relief USA launched a program to provide ongoing
inventory support to the nation’s safety net by increasing access to
pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. This support program leverages
Direct Relief’s partnerships with companies that donate medicine and
resources to assist safety net providers care for their low-income, uninsured
patients.
To date, more than 1,100 community clinics and health centers across the
country have received pharmaceuticals, medical supplies, and other resources
from Direct Relief.
In 2009, Direct Relief received support from more than 80 companies.
These companies donated more than 400 different medicines—from
antibiotics to treat infections, to anti-hypertensives to help patients after
suffering a heart attack. These medicines and supplies help keep clinics and
their ever-growing patient populations healthy for their communities and
families.

HOW
IT WORKS
Direct Relief USA provides
ongoing inventory support
to safety net clinics for
maximum effectiveness
and efficiency.

PHARMACEUTICAL

DIRECT RELIEF USA

“ Thanks for assisting
us in caring for our
homeless, uninsured, and
underinsured patients.
Direct Relief USA’s support
allows us to give patients
medications and supplies
that would otherwise not
be available to them.”
– dr. orin Kaufman,
Medical Director, Project Samaritan
Health Services, Damian Family Care
Centers, Jamaica, NY

COMMUNITY

MANUFACTURERS
CLINICS
> Conducts outreach
donate medications
to safety net partners
AND
and medical
to monitor and address
HEALTH
supplies for targeted
resource needs.
CENTERS
distribution to
> Offers and
request and
healthcare facilities
distributes no-cost
receive needed
serving uninsured
medications and
medications and
and underinsured
supplies to safety net
medical supplies
patients.
partners.
at no cost.
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DIRECT RELIEF USA

REPLENISHMENT

irect Relief USA’s
Replenishment
Program is an
innovative approach to
disbursing pharmaceuticals and
medical supplies to community
clinics and health centers. Direct
Relief has developed partnerships
with multiple healthcare
manufacturers which donate
needed medications and supplies,
and leverages these economies of
scale to offer these products to
safety net clinics through a single
source at no cost. The program
offers an alternative to navigating
myriad individual patient
assistance programs (PAP).
The Replenishment
Program provides medications
at no cost to eligible clinics that
meet the enrollment criteria.
Once a clinic is enrolled, all
program medications dispensed to
qualified patients are replenished
on a bottle-for-bottle replacement
basis, based on the past month’s
drug usage.
Traditional PAP provide
prescription medicines to lowincome, uninsured patients and
are an essential element of the
nation’s health safety net. To
access these PAP on behalf of
their patient population, clinics
must interface with each separate
pharmaceutical company to
become enrolled and receive

MARGARET MOLLOY

Providing
a Reliable,
No-Cost Supply
of Medications
to Clinics

benefits

requested medications. In a
busy and high-volume clinic
environment, PAP enrollment
requires significant investment
of time and administrative
functionality that is burdensome
to staff. Separate and distinct
PAP requirements create an
unintended barrier to access of
medication and a delay in care.

“The replenishment
program has not
only saved the clinic
money but offered
care and medications
to patients who had
no other options.”
– Karen lamp, m.d.,
Medical Director,
Venice Family Clinic,
Venice, CA

Direct Relief USA’s Replenishment
Program has substantial benefits for
patients, safety net partners, healthcare
companies, and public health:
FOR PATIENTS
Increases access to medicine at
the point of care
Reduces wait time for prescriptions
Improves health outcomes and
medication compliance
FOR SAFET Y NET CLINICS
Improves efficiencies with a single
process and point of access
Reduces administrative burden and
related costs
FOR HEALTHCARE AND
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES
Reduces administrative burden
Improves financial savings
Expands benefits from charitable
investment
FOR PUBLIC HEALTH
Strengthens the safety net
Increases access to care
Enables more efficient expenditure of
scarce resources
Improves health outcomes

read more

D IRECT R ELIEF . ORG /USA
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EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS + RESPONSE

readY

Preparing clinics along the Gulf Coast for the
HURRICANE SEASON

The 2009 hurricane season was
mild, with only one making landfall
in the U.S. and leaving minimal
damage. However, had major
storms occurred, Direct Relief’s
community clinic and health center
partners in the Gulf Coast were
ready to respond.
Hurricanes pose an annual
threat to people living along the
Gulf of Mexico, and individuals
who are lowincome, have
chronic medical
conditions, or
“IN CASE OF
have limited
EMERGENCY,
access to
THE PACKS
transportation
WOULD HAVE
to evacuate are
BEEN OPENED
at higher risk
AND USED
for needing
AS THE FIRST
medical
LINE OF RELIEF
assistance.
TO PATIENTS
In times of
SEEKING
emergency,
ASSISTANCE.”
– catherine russo, r.ph.,
clinics are one
Pharmacist, Teche Action Clinic
Family, Franklin, LA
of the primary
sources of
care for these populations and are
under-equipped to handle the large
influx of patients. That’s why Direct
Relief’s hurricane preparedness
support is focused on these safety
net heathcare providers.
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READYING THE SAFETY NET
Based on lessons learned from Hurricanes Katrina, Rita,
and others, as well as work with the Texas Blue Ribbon
Commission on Emergency Preparedness and Response,
Direct Relief developed the hurricane preparedness
(“prep”) pack program in 2007 to ensure that safety net
clinics in at-risk areas have the resources necessary to
offer rapid response in the event of a major storm. The
pre-positioning of medical products is critical to ensure
that patients’ needs are met and that medical professionals
are equipped with the tools needed to treat the injured
immediately following a disaster.
The packs are also designed to be mobile, so that they
can be easily transported should a clinic have to evacuate
and set up temporary operations off-site. This preparation
also enables clinics to treat patients instead of referring
them to over burdened hospital emergency rooms.

2009 PREPAREDNESS EFFORTS
Before the hurricane season began, Direct Relief USA
delivered 25 hurricane prep packs to partner clinics in
Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, and
Puerto Rico. Five additional prep packs were positioned
at Direct Relief’s warehouse in case a hurricane struck
another area.
U.S. partner clinics that received prep packs were
selected for their location, past experience with emergency
response, vulnerability of patient population, and capacity
to treat victims during a disaster. At a wholesale value of
$12,000 each and stocked with enough materials to treat
100 patients for three to five days, the packs help providers
treat conditions ranging from basic trauma injuries to
chronic illnesses.
Any prep pack contents remaining after hurricane
season were absorbed into clinic inventories to assure
that the resources are utilized and benefit their uninsured
patient populations.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS + RESPONSE

Meanwhile,
HURRICANE PREP PACK

CLINIC ANNUAL PATIENT VOLUME
0 - 5,000

20,001 - 50,000

5,001 - 20,000

50,001 +

PREP PACKS provided to U.S. clinic
partners CONTAINED MEDICAL ITEMS TO
TREAT 100 PATIENTS FOR 3-5 DAYS:
Anti-infection and antibiotic
medicines for injection, topical, and
oral use
Diabetes testing supplies including
glucose meters, test strips, and
lancets
Insulin, insulin syringes, and
oral medications for diabetes
management
Medications to treat hypertension
Aspirin, acetaminophen, and other pain-management
medicines
Inhalers to treat patients with asthma
Prescription drugs for the management of behavioral
health conditions
Emergency epinephrine doses for severe allergic reactions
Medications for seizure control
Medicines to prevent and treat eye infections
Stethoscope, blood pressure cuffs, and exam gloves
Gauze and elastic bandages for wound care

EXPANDING READINESS IN 2010
Smart preparation is the best defense when a hurricane strikes.
Preliminary forecasts estimate there is a 69 percent probability that a
major hurricane (Category 3-4-5) will make landfall in the U.S., and
that 15 named storms are expected in 2010.
When an emergency occurs, safety net clinics will be overwhelmed
with patients needing care and will rely on the medicines and supplies
contained in the hurricane prep packs to help care for them.
To support these providers caring for vulnerable populations
in hurricane-prone areas, Direct Relief is expanding the prep pack
program to five additional sites in 2010, bringing the total number of
participating clinics to 30. If an emergency strikes, resources will be
in place to ensure providers have immediate access to medicines and
supplies in their greatest time of need.

throughout the rest of
hurricane alley…
Prepositioned hurricane modules
prepare vulnerable Caribbean
island nations

In 2009, Direct Relief placed eight
hurricane preparedness modules in Haiti,
the Dominican Republic, and Jamaica.
Larger in scale than the prep packs and
tailored to international health needs,
the modules include a broad spectrum of
medical material aid: water purification
supplies, oral rehydration solution, basic
medicines, and wound-care supplies.
The modules contain supplies to treat up
to 1,000 people for a month for a variety
of conditions, a provision that allows
time to deliver an additional emergency
aid consignment. In Haiti in particular,
already poor roads become impassible
during a hurricane’s flooding rains and
mudslides, cutting off humanitarian aid
deliveries. With prepositioned materials,
healthcare providers have critical
supplies on hand during an emergency
and patients continue to receive the care
they need.
Like the prep packs, a hurricane module’s
contents can support the ongoing work
of healthcare providers and can be
readily absorbed into their regular stock
if not needed for emergency response.
Direct Relief will expand the hurricane
module distribution from eight in 2009
to ten in 2010.

Hurricane PreP Module
Módulo de PreP Para Huracán
Modil Pare siklòn
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equipping medical
reservists here at home
Austere Medicine for Local Emergency
Response Volunteers
1

The Santa Barbara County Medical Reserve Corps (MRC)
was founded in 2007 to ensure that medical volunteers
would be ready and able to help during a public health
emergency. Like other MRCs around the country, the Santa
Barbara County MRC is completely volunteer and members
must provide their own supplies and equipment for use
during emergencies.
At the request of the Public Health Department’s Office
of Emergency Services, Direct Relief designed and provided
90 members of the Santa Barbara County MRC with custom
preparedness kits. The streamlined backpacks start at
the basic level for an emergency medical technician, and
include more advanced products and supplies for nurses and
physicians. Contents include first-aid supplies, medications,
and diagnostic tools, and enable MRC members—trained,

INFECTION CONTROL

credentialed medical personnel—to support the work of first
responders when an emergency strikes.
Designed to “grab and go,” the preparedness kits were
created with input from other experienced emergency
responders, including physicians from the UCLA School
of Medicine, the University of Pittsburgh, emergency
field physicians from Australian Aid International, and
representatives from the Santa Barbara Public Health
Department.
1

What is austere medicine?

“It’s a phrase for the practical, universal applicability of care
we’re trying to accomplish through the packs—optimizing
emergency medicine with the most critical components
in the fewest number of moving parts. The packs are
streamlined for mobility, but each unit’s versatile medical
functionality belies its compact size.”
– brett Williams,
Direct Relief Director of Emergency Preparedness and Response

critical in any emergency, particularly
hurricanes and floods, during which
waterborne illnesses are prevalent
N95 PARTICULATE MASKS
EXAM GLOVES
HAND SANITIZER
ANTIBIOTICS
ANTIFUNGAL OINTMENT
HYDROCORTISONE CREAM

DIAGNOSTICS

to quickly and accurately assess the
condition of patients on-scene
STETHOSCOPE
BLOOD PRESSURE CUFF
OPHTHALMOSCOPE
THERMOMETERS

37.2
c

“Direct Relief
continually meets
identified gaps.
Without their
assistance we
would not be
able to provide
these packs to our
medical volunteers
and provide
this level of
preparedness that
our community
needs.”

TRAUMA CARE

for open wounds most frequently
associated with earthquakes
GAUZE PADS AND BANDAGES
SCALPELS AND SHARPS CONTAINER
SUTURE KIT
IODINE

PERSONAL PROTECTION +
TOOLS to help first responders

– nancy lapolla, Director,
Santa Barbara County Public
Health Department’s Office of
Emergency Services
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reach people trapped under debris
after an earthquake or keep people
warm and dry through a hurricane

HEADLAMP AND WORK GLOVES
EMERGENCY BLANKETS
PONCHOS
COLD AND HEAT PACKS
MULTI-TOOL AND DUCT TAPE
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h1n1
influenza

NIK WHEELER

Direct Relief Responds in
the U.S. and Mexico
1

Direct Relief built an effective response to the widespread outbreak of the
H1N1 Influenza-A strain. Working closely with the emergency response
agencies at the national and state level, Direct Relief staff identified key items
designed to help healthcare workers avoid infection so they could continue to
treat patients.
With the support of major healthcare company donors and funds designated
for emergency response, Direct Relief sourced the materials U.S. clinics needed
to address H1N1 flu prevention and infection. The Johnson & Johnson Family
of Companies provided a large donation of flu-fighting products in support of
the H1N1 response, including Tylenol for adults and children, Imodium, hand
sanitizer, and soap.
During the first phase of the new flu strain, Direct Relief activated its
emergency response team to provide medical supplies to clinics in California
and Texas, states where the infection rates were highest. Aid was also sent to
the National Institute of Pediatrics in Mexico City, a 500-bed hospital that cares
for children age 17 and younger, regardless of their ability to pay.
Direct Relief provided 478 clinics in 49 states with needed H1N1 protective
items to help clinic workers stay healthy and on the job through flu season. The
five tons of supplies were delivered free by longtime supporter FedEx.1
The provision of this support was prompted by a
nationwide survey conducted by Direct Relief that showed
that 80 percent of clinics and health centers have less than
a one-month supply of key Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) like hand sanitizer, gowns, goggles, and masks, which
are needed to protect staff from infection. The survey
represented over 30,000 healthcare workers who treat over
4 million patients annually.

“U.S. health centers’ expertise in providing
comprehensive primary and preventative health
services to low-income, ethnically diverse
patients makes them uniquely positioned
to participate in community response to an
influenza pandemic.”
– mollie melbourne, Director of Emergency Management,
National Association of Community Health Centers

MOST
VULNERABLE
TO h1n1 flu*
> Children under 5
> People over 65
> Pregnant Women
> People with chronic
respiratory and pulmonary
illnesses, including asthma
and diabetes
> People with
immunosuppression caused
by medications and HIV
> Residents of nursing homes
and other chronic-care
facilities

*according to the CDC

direct relief responded to

twenty-five

emergencies

in 2009.

Our global network of partners, built over
61 years, allows us to respond fast and
efficiently when emergencies strike, as
occurred in 2009 when typhoons and
earthquakes slammed Southeast Asia and
devastating hurricanes hit Central America.
We get good information from people we
know who live there, and we deliver what
they need.
TO LEARN MORE,
SEE VIDEO Emergency Response D IRECT R ELIEF . ORG
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ANDREW STERN

CFO Bhupi Singh and
Inventory Control
Associate Jesse Carrieri
work in Direct Relief’s
SAP enterprise software
to streamline warehouse
operations. The goal is
simple: to deliver bettertargeted humanitarian
aid faster to people not
served by conventional
markets.
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introduction
and
certification
of financial
statements
Direct Relief International had a strong
Fiscal Year 2009 in all areas of our activities
and finances. We received $166 million in
public support and provided $147.9 million
(wholesale) in assistance around the world.
Despite the economic downturn, Direct
Relief’s financial position and balance sheet
continues to be strong thanks to steadfast
support from our generous donors and
Board of Directors.

cash and in-Kind
contributions
Bequests 6%, $487k
Disasters /
Other Designated
38%, $3.1m

Grants
3%, $237km

Undesignated
52%, $4.28m

Special Events
1%, $60k

2009 Sources of Cash
Support & Revenues: $8.2 million

Cash Support

In-Kind Support

In-Kind
95%, $157.9m
Cash
5%, $8.1m

2009 Support & Revenues:
$166 million
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Direct Relief’s financial statements
must account for both cash and in-kind
contributions (primarily medical material
resources) that are entrusted to the
organization to fulfill its humanitarian
mission. In Fiscal Year 2009, 95.1
percent of our total public support
of $166 million was received in the
form of in-kind medical material and
certain other donated services (such as
transportation services from FedEx and
online advertising from Google). The
previous pages explain where and why
these in-kind medical materials and other
inventories were provided.
We recognize that merging cash
and in-kind contributions in accordance
with Generally Accepted Accounting
Bequests 6%, $487k
Principles (GAAP) can be confusing to
Disasters
/
non-accountants. The notes
following
the
Other Designated
financial statements are to assist you in
38%, $3.1m
Grants how our program model is
understanding
3%, $237km
financed and works, to explain the state
Undesignated
Special
Events
of our
organization’s financial health,
52%, $4.28m
1%, $60k
and to inform you about how we spent
the money generously donated to Direct
Relief in 2009 by individuals, businesses,
organizations, and foundations.
Direct Relief’s activities are planned
and executed on an operating (or cash)
Sourcesby
of the
Cash
budget that2009
is approved
Board
Support
&
Revenues:
$8.2
of Directors prior to the onset ofmillion
the
fiscal year. The cash budget is not
directly affected by the value of in-kind
medical material contributions. Cash
support—as distinct from the value of
contributed materials—is used to pay for
the logistics, warehousing, transportation,
program oversight, program staff
salaries, purchasing of essential medical
products, acquisition of medical products
through donations, and all other program
expenses.
When taking an annual snapshot at
the end of a fiscal year, several factors can
distort a realistic picture of our (or any
nonprofit organization’s) financial health and
Cash Support
activities. Since the purpose of this report
is to inform you, we think it is important to
call your attention to these factors.

timing of revenue
recognition and
expenses

First is the timing of donations being
received and the expenditure of those
donations, whether in the form of
cash or in-kind medical material.
Donations—including those received to
conduct specific activities—are recorded
as revenue when they are received or
promised, even if the activities are to be
conducted in a future year. The in-kind
material donations are also recorded in
inventory upon receipt. Direct Relief’s
policy is to distribute products at the
earliest practicable date, consistent with
sound programmatic principles. While
the distribution often occurs in the same
fiscal year of receipt, it may occur in
the following fiscal year. An expense is
recorded and inventory is reduced when
the products are shipped to our partners.
Near the end of Fiscal Year 2007,
for example, Direct Relief received a
large infusion of product donations.
When that fiscal year ended, the product
inventories that had not been “spent”
were reported as “surplus.” In turn, this
increase in net assets was carried forward
Bequests 6%
and “spent” during the course of Fiscal
Disas
Year 2008. This resulted in a decrease
Othe
in net assets (or net operating “loss”) in
38%
Grants
Fiscal Year 2008 of $26.6
million which
3%, $237km
was primarily driven by a decrease in
Special Events
inventory as Direct Relief
shipped
1%,
$60k $25.8
million more in humanitarian aid than it
received in product donations.

In-Kind Support

administrative2009 Sources of C
expenses Support & Revenues: $8

As explained below, the Direct Relief
Foundation pays for all the administrative
and fundraising expenses of the
organization. In addition, our organization
has adopted a strict policy to ensure
that 100 percent of all designated
contributions (e.g. donations for
“Hurricane Katrina”) are used only on
expenses directly related to that purpose.
None of those funds are used to cover
any pre-existing indirect or allocated
organizational costs. We have used
similar policies for all of our disaster
responses in the last few years, including
the Myanmar Cyclone, the Indian Ocean

tsunami, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, and
earthquakes in Pakistan, Peru, and China.
Consistent with this policy, all
administrative expenses, including banking
and credit-card processing fees associated
with simply receiving these disaster and
other designated contributions, were
absorbed by the Foundation. We believe
this is appropriate to honor precisely
the clear intent of generous donors who
responded to these exceptional tragedies
and to preserve the maximum benefit for
the victims for whose benefit the funds
were entrusted to Direct Relief.

Valuation of
in-Kind medical materials
Accounting standards require Direct
Relief to use a “fair market value” to value
in-kind medical materials. We continue
to use the wholesale prices published
by independent, third-party sources for
valuation whenever possible.
Specifically for U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (“FDA”) approved
pharmaceutical products, the source
of and basis for product values are the
“Average Wholesale Price” (AWP), which
is published in Thomson Healthcare’s
Redbook annually, based on information
provided by the manufacturers
This principle of using the AWP is
always applied distinguishing generic
pharmaceuticals from brand name
products as the valuation for generics is
almost always much lower. For nonFDA-approved pharmaceuticals the
organization undertakes efforts to identify
an independent pricing guide related
to the specific product by the specific
manufacturer, the price paid by a thirdparty buyer, or some other reasonable
basis.
For used medical equipment, the
organization determines wholesale
value by reviewing the price of similar
equipment listed for sale in trade
publications and on the Internet. Such
valuations typically are substantially lower
than published retail prices.
Because nonprofit organizations are
rated on, among other things, the amount
of support received, a strong incentive
exists to use higher valuation sources,
such as retail prices, which would be
permissible. Another way to achieve a
higher valuation would be to use branded
product values for generic donations.
However, we believe that a conservative
approach is best to instill public
confidence and give the most accurate,
easy-to-understand basis for our financial
reporting.

direct relief foundation
and the board-restricted
investment fund
In 1998, Direct Relief’s Board of Directors
established a Board-Restricted Investment
Fund (“BRIF,”) to help secure the
organization’s financial future and provide
a reserve for future operations. The BRIF,
established with assets valued at $774,000,
draws resources from Board-designated
unrestricted bequests and gifts, returns on
portfolio assets, and operating surpluses
(measured annually) in excess of current
operational needs. There was no operating
surplus for the year ended June 30, 2009.
In October 2006, the Direct Relief
Foundation was formed and incorporated in
the State of California as a separate, wholly
controlled, supporting organization of Direct
Relief International. Effective April 1, 2007,
assets in the BRIF were transferred to the
Foundation. The Foundation’s investments
are managed by the Commonfund Strategic
Solutions Group, an investment firm
under the direction of the Board’s Finance
Committee, which meets monthly and
oversees investment policy and financial
operations.
As of June 30, 2009, the total funds
held in the Foundation were valued at
$31.6 million. Of this amount, the BRIF held
$30.2 million.
During the fiscal year, the market value
of the Foundation’s investment portfolio
was severely impacted by the worldwide
financial crisis. As a result, the Foundation
has experienced a decline of approximately
22 percent of the value of its investments
since June 30, 2008. In November 2008,
facing the continuing uncertainty of the
investment environment and the need
to ensure liquidity for operational needs,
the Board decided to create an operating
reserve of $8.7 million to cover anticipated
expenses for a two-year period. These
funds are to be held in highly liquid and
minimal principal risk United States
Government securities. As a result of the
rebalancing, the Foundation realized a loss
of approximately $6.7 million. Since then,
it has continued to maintain the balance of
the operating reserve funds in highly liquid
money market securities, certificates of
deposit, and a bond fund.
The Board has adopted investment and
spending policies for the BRIF assets that

attempt to provide a predictable stream
of funding to Direct Relief while seeking to
maintain the purchasing power of these
assets. Under this policy, as approved by
the board of directors, the BRIF assets are
invested in a manner that is intended to
produce results that provide a reasonable
balance between the quest for growth
and the need to protect principal. The
Foundation expects its BRIF funds, over
time, to provide an average rate of return
of approximately seven percent annually.
Actual returns in any given year may vary
from this amount.
To satisfy its long-term rate-of-return
objectives, the Foundation relies on a
total return strategy in which investment
returns are achieved through both capital
appreciation (realized and unrealized)
and current yield (interest and dividends).
The organization targets a diversified
asset allocation that currently is equally
balanced between equity and fixed income
investments to achieve its short-term
spending needs as well as long-term
objectives within prudent risk constraints.
The Foundation has a policy of
appropriating for distribution each year an
amount up to five percent of the assets of
the BRIF. In some instances, the Board may
decide to appropriate an amount greater
than its stated policy if it is specifically
deemed prudent to do so. The BRIF is
authorized to distribute its portfolio assets
to pay for all fundraising and administration
expenses, including extraordinary capital
expenses and advance emergency relief
funding as determined by the President &
CEO. Upon a majority vote by the Board,
the BRIF may also be utilized to meet other
general operational costs. For the fiscal
year ending June 30, 2009, $2.8 million
was distributed to cover all fundraising
and administration costs, and $700,000
to pay for implementation costs for a new
enterprise-resource planning platform.
Finally, we note that our organization’s
independently audited financial activities
were also reviewed by an audit committee,
two members of which are independent
and not directors of the organization. This
additional level of independent review is
required under California law.

THOMAS TIGHE,
President & CEO

BHUPI SINGH,
Executive Vice President & CFO
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combined
statement of activities
Direct Relief International & Direct Relief Foundation
2009

For the fiscal years ending June 30, 2009, and March 31, 2008

2008

$ IN THOUSANDS

PUBLIC SUPPORT & REVENUE
Public Support

Contributions of goods and services
Contributions of cash and securities—other

TOTAL PUBLIC SUPPORT

$ 157,869
8,164
166,033

101.3%
5.2%
106.6%

$ 188,332
11,429
199,761

93.6%
5.7%
99.3%

-6.6%
100.0%

1,475
201,236

0.7%
100.0%

109.7%

213,920
2,430
1,231
1,480
5,790
224,851

111.7%

2.1%

1,234
1,745
2,979

1.5%

Revenue
Earnings from investments and other income

(10,262)
155,771

TOTAL PUBLIC SUPPORT AND REVENUE

EXPENSES

Program Services
Value of medical donations shipped
Inventory adjustments (expired pharmaceuticals, etc.)
Disaster relief—other
Domestic programs
International programs

147,892
13,480
818
6,844
1,797
170,831

TOTAL PROGRAM SERVICES

Supporting Services
Fundraising
Administration

987
2,225
3,212

TOTAL SUPPORTING SERVICES
TOTAL EXPENSES
INCREASE (DECREASE) IN NET ASSETS

174,043
$ (18,272)

111.7%
-11.7%

227,831
$ (26,595)

113.2%
-13.2%

combined
statement of cash flows
Direct Relief International & Direct Relief Foundation
2009

For the fiscal years ending June 30, 2009, and March 31, 2008

$ IN THOUSANDS

2008

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash collected from public support
Cash paid for goods and services
Dividend and interest income
Other income (expense)

$

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES

7,678
(10,993)
578
2
(2,735)

$

10,628
(10,937)
1,119
(5)
805

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of investments
Proceeds from sale of investments
Purchase of capital assets
Unitrust distributions

NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITIES

(25,554)
34,758
(1,125)
(11)
8,068

(20,306)
21,281
(1,283)
(4)
(312)

–
(4)
(4)

(62)
(9)
(71)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Payments on mortgage
Payments on capital lease obligation

NET CASH USED FOR FINANCING ACTIVITIES
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

5,329

422

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS - BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS - END OF YEAR

3,277
8,606

3,177
3,599
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$

$

RECONCILIATION OF CHANGE IN NET ASSETS TO
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Change in net assets

$

(18,272)

$ (26,595)

Depreciation
Change in inventory
Change in receivables
Change in prepaid expenses and other assets
Change in accounts payable and accrued expenses
Loss on disposal of fixed assets
Realized gain on sale of investments
Unrealized loss on investments

$

$

NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES

$

523
3,802
(485)
(710)
1,501
6,632
4,273
(2,735)

Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets
to net cash provided by operating activities:
250
28,263
(798)
(65)
112
62
(1,112)
688
$
805

statement of financial position
For the fiscal years ending June 30, 2009,
and March 31, 2008

Direct Relief
International
2009

Direct Relief
Foundation
2009

Combined
2009

2008

$ IN THOUSANDS

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Inventories
Other current assets

$

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
Other Assets
Property and equipment
Remainder unitrusts
Pledged bequests
Other assets

TOTAL OTHER ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS

1,460
4
43,947
339
45,750

$

5,872
3
$

5,875
51,625

7,146
22,895
10
30,051

$

268
$

268
30,319

$

8,606
22,899
43,947
349
75,801

$

3,599
43,446
53,384
817
101,246

5,872
268
3

4,932
72
257
17

6,143
81,944

5,278
$ 106,524

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities

Payables and other current liabilities
Current portion of long-term debt

$

869
5
874

-

Long-term debt
Capital lease obligation
Distribution payable

1,400
3
8

-

1,400
3
8

1,400
8
20

TOTAL OTHER LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,411
2,285

-

1,411
2,285

1,428
2,232

47,104
47,104

30,235
59
30,294

30,235
47,163
77,398

44,265
56,713
100,978

2,236
-

25

2,236
25

3,289
25

49,340
51,625

30,319
30,319

79,659
81,944

104,292
$ 106,524

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

$

869
5
874

$

799
5
804

Other Liabilities

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted net assets
Board-Restricted Investment Fund (BRIF)
Undesignated

TOTAL UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Temporarily restricted assets
Permanently restricted assets

TOTAL NET ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$

$

$
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notes to the
financials
FISCAL YEAR RESULTS

GRAPHS #1, #2

Expanding assistancE,
incrEasing EfficiEncy

The overall assistance furnished by Direct Relief in Fiscal Year 2009 was just
under $150 million. Direct Relief received no governmental assistance. All
resources were obtained from private sources.
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 2009, Direct Relief provided 2,352
shipments of humanitarian medical material including pharmaceuticals,
medical supplies, and medical equipment. The more than 1,246 tons (just
under 2,500,000 pounds) of material aid were furnished to local health
programs in 60 countries, including the United States, and had a wholesale
value of $148.2 million. The materials contained in these aid shipments were
sufficient to provide 39 million courses of treatment.
In addition, the organization provided $2.02 million in the form of cash grants
to dozens of locally run health programs in areas affected by the May 2008
Myanmar cyclone, the December 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the Southern
California wildfires of 2007-2008, and numerous other partners providing
health services in other non-disaster areas.

In-Kind Support Received

International

USA

Courses of Treatment

Direct Relief–Furnished Assistance

COMPARISON TO
PREVIOUS FULL YEAR’S RESULTS
414
775

432

1882

All financial statements presented in this report show both the results for
Fiscal Year 2009 and those of Fiscal Year 2008 for comparison purposes.
It should be noted however, that in 2008 the Board of Directors approved
changing the organizations fiscal year from a March 31 year end to a June 30
year end. A “short” fiscal year of three months (April 2008-June 2008) was
used to bridge the old and new fiscal periods. Therefore, the Fiscal Year 2008
information reflects a March 31, 2008 end date, while the Fiscal Year 2009
presentation reflects financial results as of June 30, 2009.

1578

LEVERAGE
362
168

379

861

234

International

USA
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In Fiscal Year 2009, for every $1 contributed and spent for our core medical
assistance program (excluding emergency response), the organization provided
$23.85 worth of wholesale medical material assistance. These program
expenses totaled $5.57 million. The expenditure of these funds enabled Direct
Relief to furnish $132.9 million worth (wholesale value) of medical material
resources to 60 countries for the support of ongoing health needs.

*
* Valu

FINANCIALS

note s to t he

CASH GRANTS
In addition to the core medical material assistance program, Direct
Relief also provided financial assistance of $2.02 million through
cash grants. The vast majority of these grants (approximately $1.2
million) were made from designated contributions received in this
and past fiscal years for the Myanmar cyclone in 2008, Indian Ocean
tsunami of 2004, the Southern California fires of 2007-2008, and
numerous other partners providing health services in other nondisaster areas.
The organization incurred $359,000 in Myanmar cyclone cash
expenditures this fiscal year, of which $308,000 was in the form of
cash grants to support essential recovery efforts conducted by local
organizations in the affected countries and by colleague international
nonprofit organizations. As of June 30, 2009, the organization had
spent over 68 percent of the funds received for cyclone relief.
With funds received for the Indian Ocean tsunami of December
2004, the organization spent a total of $177,000, of which
$154,000 was spent in the form of cash grants. As of June 30,
2009, the organization had spent over 99 percent of the funds
received for this relief effort.
With Southern California wildfire–designated contributions, the
organization incurred expenditures of $71,000, of which $47,000
was spent in the form of cash grants to health facilities and
organizations providing direct health services to residents in the
affected areas. As of June 30, 2009, the organization had spent over
90 percent of the funds received for this relief effort.

STAFFING
These activities were accomplished by a staff which, as of June 30,
comprised 53 positions (46 full-time, seven part-time). Measured on a
full-time equivalent (FTE) basis, the total staffing over the course of the
year was 46.2. This figure is derived by dividing the total hours worked
by 2,080, the number of work hours of a full-time employee in one
year. Two persons each working half-time, for example, would count as
one FTE.
In general, staff functions relate to three basic business functions:
programmatic activity, resource acquisition/fundraising, and general
administration. The following sections describe the financial cost of our
GRAPH #3

organizational activities, how resources are spent, and how donor funds
are leveraged to provide assistance to people in need throughout the
world.

Staffing (FTE) 1996 – FY 2009
46.1
41.5
37
32
33

0

0

24

24
21

26

27

26

27

23

20

10
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PROGRAM EXPENSES
In Fiscal Year 2009, Direct Relief ’s cash expenditures on program
activities totaled $9.01 million, $2.37 million of which paid for salaries,
related benefits (health, dental, long-term disability insurance, and
retirement-plan matching contributions), and mandatory employerpaid taxes (Social Security, Medicare, workers’ compensation, and state
unemployment insurance) for 28 full-time and six part-time employees
engaged in programmatic functions.
GRAPH #4, #5

PROGRAM EXPENSES ALSO INCLUDED:
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Donated Freight

Expired Inventory Written Off

Program Expenses

Fundraising Expenses

Disaster Response

Administration Expenses

Material Aid (Wholesale Value)

0.8
1.0
2.2

0.8
0.7
1.0

0.9
0.9
1.3

2.2

3.7

0.5
1.2

7.6

13.5

1.7
2.4

214

0.3
0.6
0.7
0.6

190
148

4.9
9.2

12

3.0

136
7.8

119

5.1
3.6

1.2

0.9

Program Expenses
(non-disaster & excluding expired inventory disposed of)
5%, $7.8m
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*Other
2%, $3.9m

Program Expenses (disaster-response)
1%, $0.9m
*Other
Management & Administration $2.2m
Fundraising
$1m
Donated Freight
$0.7m

Wholesale Value of Material Aid
92%, $147.9m

0.5
0.5

*Other
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$1.7m
Administration
Fundraising

$1.2m
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FUNDRAISING EXPENSES

GRAPH #6, #7

Direct Relief spent a total of $987,000 on resource acquisition and
fundraising in Fiscal Year 2009. As noted earlier, these expenses (other
than donated services) were paid from funds received out of the assets
of the Direct Relief Foundation. A total of $599,000 was spent for
salaries, related benefits, and taxes for six full-time employees engaged
in resource acquisition and fundraising.
Fundraising Expenses

ing, Postage, Mailing, Etc. 8%, $80k

ecial Events, Travel & Meeting Expenses 4%, $45k
Facility/Utility/Web Hosting 8%, $75k
Other (non-personnel) 7%, $70k

1.0
0.9
0.7

0.7

Equipment/Software Rental
& Maintenance 1%, $15k
Donated Goods & Services 5%, $55k
aries & Benefits 61%, $600k

0.7

Fundraising Cash Expenses
Donated Services

0.2

0.2
0.1

FUNDRAISING EXPENSES ALSO INCLUDE:
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"6*...q`m`_ji\n`_bjj_ ajmnc``p`in '
¡"/0*...dinm\p`g\i_hdg`\b`+m`dh]om `h`in`rk`i ` 
¡"77*...di^jinm\^n `mpd^` &"21*...jaqcd^cq`m`_ji\n`_ `mpd^` 
from Google)
¡"/3*...di okkgd` di okkjmnjanc`aoi_m\d dib n\aa
¡"1.*...dijon d_`^jhkon`m `mpd^` m`g\n`_njaoi_m\d dib
¡?kmj+m\n\kjmndjijajnc`m\ggj^\]g`^j n & ``k\b`23'

$154.7 m

98.6 %

$1.3 m

.83%

$0.9 m

.57%

$156.9 m

100%

n

Printing, Postage, Mailing, Etc. 8%, $80k

Program Related
98%, $179m
Administration
1%, $2.2m

Special Events, Travel & Meeting Expenses 4%, $45k
Facility/Utility/Web Hosting 8%, $75k
Other (non-personnel) 7%, $70k

Fundraising
1%, $1m

$1.7m
$1.2m
$0.5m

Contract Services
6%, $60k

Equipment/Software Rental
& Maintenance 1%, $15k
Donated Goods & Services 5%, $55k
Salaries & Benefits 61%, $600k

Fundraising Cash

Donate

It should be noted that Direct Relief does not classify any mailing
`rk`i ` \ ¾ejdingdi^omm`_^j n ¿½\i\^^joindibkm\^nd^`nc\nk`mhdn *
ajm`r\hkg`*nc``rk`i ` ja\i`q g`nn`m^jin\didibdiajmh\ndji\]jon
programs and an appeal for money to be allocated partially to “fundraising”
and partially to “public education,” which falls under program costs.
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Fundraising
0.57%, $1.0m

Program Related
98.15%, $170.8m

Administration Expenses

0.2
0.1

Administration 1.28%, $2.2m

2.0

Donated Goods & Services 10%, $223k
Contract Services 20%, $451k
Travel, Meetings & Conferences 4%, $77k
Equiment/Software rental & Maintenance 1%, $26k

1.7

GRAPH #8, #9

1.3
1.0
0.6

Administration Cash Expenses
Donated Services

Printing, Postage & Mailing 5%, $112k
Facility/Utility/Web Hosting 8%, $184k
Other (non-personnel) 6%, $121k
Salaries & Benefits 46%, $1,031k

Program Related ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES
98.15%, $170.8m
Direct Relief spent a total of $2.23 million on administration. As

m

Administration Expenses

noted earlier these expenses (other than donated services) were
paid from funds received out of the assets of the Direct Relief
Foundation. Administration is responsible for financial and human

0.2

resource management, information technology, and general office
0.1

management. A total of $1.03 million was for salaries, related
benefits, and taxes for 12 full-time employees and one part-time
employee engaged in administration and financial management.

on 1.28%, $2.2m

Increased administrative expenses (non-donated services) are

due to new investment in information technology and finance
ated Goods & Services
10%, $223k
infrastructure,
systems, and personnel.
ntract Services 20%, $451k
ravel, Meetings & Conferences 4%, $77k
ADMINISTRATION
Equiment/Software
rental & MaintenanceEXPENSES
1%, $26k

ALSO INCLUDED:

2.0
1.7
1.3
1.0
0.6

¡"13*...di^m`_dn^\m_*]\ifdib*\i_]mjf`m\b`a`` 
¡" 61*...ajm_okgd^\ndib\i_kmdindib*jaqcd^c"/0*...q\ 
spent on producing our Fiscal Year 2008 Annual Report

Printing, Postage &¡
Mailing
5%, $112k
"3/5*...di^ji
ogndiba`` *di^go_dibdiajmh\ndjin`^cijgjb
y/Web Hosting 8%, $184k
`mpd^` &"/.3*...'*h\i\b`h`ina`` ajmdip` n`_\ `n 
nnel) 6%, $121k
&"44*...'*^jhhoid^\ndji
`mpd^` &"06.*...*jaqcd^c
%, $1,031k

"/06*...q`m`_ji\n`_ `mpd^` amjhEjjbg`'\i_m`^modndibjnc`mcoh\im` jom^` `mpd^` ja"17*...
¡"43*...di\^^joindiba`` ajmnc`\iio\gAN?\o_dn*k\mjgg
processing and reporting, and other financial services
¡" 6.*...dig`b\ga`` *jaqcd^c"46*...q\ kmjpd_`_kmj]jij

FINANCIALS

note s to t he

for legal representation related to general corporate matters
¡"0/*...din\r` *gd^`i ` *\i_k`mhdn &Bdm`^nP`gd`ad 
m`bd n`m`_\ \i`r`hknjmb\id\ndjidi`\^cR,, n\n`
requiring such registration)
¡?kmj+m\n\kjmndjijajnc`m\ggj^\]g`^j n & ``i`rnk\b`'
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Administration Cash Expenses
Donated Services

FINANCIALS

note s to t he

OTHER ALLOCABLE COSTS
Direct Relief owns and operates a 40,000–square-foot warehouse
facility that serves as its headquarters and leases another 23,000–
square-foot warehouse. Costs to maintain these facilities include
mortgage interest, depreciation, utilities, insurance, repairs,
maintenance, and supplies. These costs are allocated based on the
square footage devoted to respective functions (e.g. fundraising
expenses described earlier include the proportional share of these
costs associated with the space occupied by fundraising staff). The
cost of information technology services are primarily related to the
activities of the respective functions described above. These costs
are allocated based on the headcount devoted to the respective
functions.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION: The compensation
of the CEO and the CFO was paid entirely by the Direct Relief
Foundation. The CFO’s compensation is allocated 100 percent
to administration, and the CEO’s compensation is allocated 50
percent to administration and 50 percent to fundraising. The
compensation of the former Chief Operating Officer, who also
served as the Vice President of Programs for the majority of Fiscal
Year 2008, was allocated 70 percent to programs, 20 percent to
administration, and 10 percent to fundraising.

“We efficiently and effectively
use the resources entrusted
to us by our donors to provide
extraordinary value for money
so that we can help more
people and fulfill our mission of
a healthier world.”

ANDREW STERN

– bhupi sinGh,
Direct Relief International CFO
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O
ur
Investors

Our deepest thanks to the following
investors, whose generosity over
the last year* has enabled service to
millions of people throughout the
world.
*

FISCAL YEAR 2009 = JULY 1, 2008 – JUNE 30, 2009

cash donors
ambassador of health
($100,000 +)
Abbott Fund
BD
Francois and Sheila Johnson Brütsch
Mr. Bruce Campbell
Peter M. Dearden Estate
H. Guy Di Stefano Estate
D`_Cr
Google
Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Yvonne C. Lucassen Estate
Orfalea Family Foundation
The Orfalea Fund
Osprey Foundation
Santa Barbara Vintners’ Foundation
consul General
($50,000 +)
S. Balolia Family Foundation
Blue Shield of California Foundation
@mjqi n`di-F\nn-D\m]`m-^cm`^f
Cabot Corporation
The Capital Group Companies Charitable
Foundation
Roy R. and Laurie M. Cummins Fund
Bj_b`$Ajr
Fukushima Family Fund
Genentech
Eg\rjhdncIgdi`
Jewish Communal Fund
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies
Mr. and Mrs. Peter O. Johnson, Sr.
Judith Jones Estate
Merck & Company, Inc.
The P&G Fund
Mr. Lawrence Phillips
Rock Paper Scissors Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Ed H. Schollmaier
Global emissarY
($25,000 +)
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The Allergan Foundation
ARA-Charlotte Charitable Foundation
The Babare Foundation
Bare Escentuals Beauty, Inc.
Bristol-Myers Squibb
California Community Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. James Drasdo
Hanover Family Trust
Akber Hashim, M.D.
Qc`F`r]`mbD\hdgDjoi_\ndji
@m`nn\i_L\n\gd`Fj_b` -
WWW Foundation
Mr. Erle Holm

Hospira Foundation
Mr. Alfred A. Iversen
MacHeist LLC
Mac’s Shell Service, Inc.
Km,\i_Km ,Pd^c\m_K\`
Music for Relief
Ortho-Clinical Diagnostic, Inc.
Mr. Devon Patel
Km,\i_Km ,Bji\g_C,N`n`m `i-
The Donald E. and Jo Anne Petersen
Foundation
Mr. John Powell and Ms. Melinda Lerner
Mr. Ronald Regenstreif
Km,\i_Km ,H\h` H,Pj`cmdb-
Roehrig Family Foundation
Santa Barbara - Ventura Counties Dental
Care Foundation
Schering-Plough Corporation
Km,\i_Km ,Fjq\m_@,^cjq-
The Schow Foundation
K ,P\^c\`g^cogn
Shaker Family Charitable Foundation
Ms. Carolyn V. Sunny Shine
St. Francis Foundation
n`dih`nDjoi_\ndji
Stone Family Fund
Mr. and Mrs. John Swift & The Swift
 Djoi_\ndji-KQDjoi_\ndji
The Thomas Collective
Trust Company of the West
Turpin Family Charitable Foundation
The David Vickter Foundation
The
David health
Vickter Foundation
World
enVoY
($10,000 +)
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Adams
Mr. David Altshuler
Amgen Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Anderson
Ayudar Foundation

Why Direct Relief?
“Direct Relief is exceptional
for its combination of the
values and mission of a
humanitarian organization
with the dynamism and
agility of a Silicon Valley
start-up.”
– Bruce Campbell, longtime supporter
Mr. Richard C. Banks
BD Matching Gift Program
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Beyer
Binnacle Family Foundation
Mr. Thomas L. Black
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Blodgett

Boehringer Ingelheim Cares Foundation
Ms. Claudia Bonnist
Mrs. Shelby C. Bowen
A\ \C k`m\i\Fjh`g` A`in`m
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cathcart
Mr. James Clendenen
Ms. Laurie Converse
Km ,A\mgAm\c\i-Qc`Hogd\n`\mi
Dockweiler Charitable Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Cusack
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Drew
Durland Co, Inc.
Ms. Judi Edgington
The Tom and Nancy Elsaesser Foundation
Emerald Foundation
Endo Pharmaceuticals
Epstein, Becker & Green, P.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Everhart
Crc`_m\jgondji Gi^,
Fess Parker Winery & Vineyard
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Finefrock
Stephane H. Finkenbeiner
Dr. and Mrs. John M. Foley
Ms. Penelope D. Foley
Mrs. Martha Gatewood
Mrs. Edward Gaylord
GE Foundation
Josephine Herbert Gleis Foundation
Global Partners for Development
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Godfrey
Google Matching Gifts Program
Mr. Martin Gore
Bm,@`mnEm``i\i_K ,?g`r\i_m\
 @mjjf cdm`-@mjjf cdm`Em``i
Foundation
Mr. William T. Hammond
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Hatch
Mr. Richard Hausman
Mr. and Mrs. W. Scott Hedrick
Mr. Doug Hickey
Mr. Gerhart Hoffmeister
Km,\i_Km ,E`jmb`Fjg]mjjf*Hm,-
George W. Holbrook, Jr. Foundation
Km,\i_Km ,H\h` F,H\^f ji-
The Ann Jackson Family Foundation
Ms. Diane E. Jaffee
John Forster Painting
Ms. Wendy E. Jordan
Mr. Albert J. Kaneb
Kastory Family Foundation
Im`dn]`mbD\hdgDjoi_\ndji
Mr. Ishwan Kumar
Mr. Peter Laventhol
The Lehrer Family Foundation
Mr. Peter J. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. G. Seth Leyman
Mr. and Mrs. Jon B. Lovelace
Marquis George MacDonald Foundation
K\nmdrrGidnd\ndp` *Gi^,
The Harold McAlister Charitable Foundation
Mentor Corporation
Microsoft Matching Gift Program
Montecito Bank & Trust
Samuel B. and Margaret C. Mosher
Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nakasone
The Nurture Foundation
Km,@`ie\hdiMb_`i
Orion Foundation
Km,\i_Km ,Dm\ifP,M ndid-
The Hitching Post & Hitching Post Wines
Mr. Alan R. Porter
Ms. Leslie C. Price
Km,\i_Km ,Kd^c\`gC,Nogdn`m-
 Qc`A`dg\i_Kd^c\`gC,Nogdn`m
Foundation Inc.
Mr. Randy Rettig and Ms. Ashley Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Geoff Rusack

Why Direct Relief?
“Direct Relief is, without
question, the most efficient
and effective method of
helping disadvantaged
people of the world–
especially mothers and
children, who are the most
vulnerable. This work
moves me immensely.”
– Catherine Firestone,
former Direct Relief Board of Directors
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Schall
Km ,L\i^@,^cgj `m-L\i^@,$
C. William Schlosser Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Schmidt-Petersen
Schuler Family Foundation
Mr. Michael Scott
Mr. and Mrs. James Selbert
Ayesha Shaikh, M.D. and
Mohammed Shaikh, Ph.D.
Km,\i_Km ,F\mjg_dhhji -
Harold Simmons Foundation
Mrs. Krishan G. Singh
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet
Mr. Mark H. Skolnick
Mrs. Ashley Parker Snider and
Mr. Tim Snider
K ,Coid^`K,n`kc`i -
Eunice M. Stephens Trust
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Sweetland
Tomchin Family Charitable Trust
The Tres Chicas Foundation
Triton Container International
Mr. and Mrs. George Turpin, Sr.
United Way of Santa Barbara County
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Vapnek
Mr. and Mrs. Guhan Viswanathan
Mr. Harold S. Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Weersing
Weyerhaeuser Family Foundation
Nancy J. Williamson Charitable Lead Unitrust
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Wilson III

Wood-Claeyssens Foundation
Km,\i_Km ,E`jmb`,Tmdn`m*Hm,-
Writer Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Wyle
Yorba Oil Company, Ltd.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley F. Zubel
president’s council
($5,000 +)
Ms. Jaculin Aaron
Ms. Robin Abell
Amgen Inc.
Ms. Jane L. Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Anticouni
Ms. Picola Arnesen
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson J. Arnold
Mr. Jerry Avara
B & B Foundation
Ms. Jocelyn C. Bauer
@\rn`mGin`mi\ndji\g
BEAM Interactive & Relationship
Marketing, LLC
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Beckett
Dm\i^` $@`ie\hdi@`i`i jiDjoi_\ndji
Mr. Scott Booker
Mr. Jon Brayshaw
Dr. Blake T. Brown and Ms. Roelanda Genn
Mr. Jeffrey Burke
Burketriolo Family Foundation
Mr. Frederick P. Burrows
Mr. R. Jeff Buttel and Ms. Cynthia Wright
Mr. Anthony Caruso
Mr. and Mrs. Jon E. Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth J. Coates
Mr. and Mrs. A. Joseph Collette
Mr. and Mrs. David Compton
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Cooper
Dakar, Inc.
Tina and Killick Datta
Mr. Charles De Marais
Divine Love World Charity
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Doré
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dow
Elkay Manufacturing Company
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Enthoven
Evans CAS
The Hon. and Mrs. Paul Flynn
Mary Alice Fortin Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Funsten
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gaines
Debra P. Geiger and Eliot Crowley
K ,?o_m`E`jmb`\i_Km,IomnIion`i
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Gersho
The Giles Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence R. Glenn
Ms. Patricia Gregory
Ms. Jennifer Greiner
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Griswold
James Hagans
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Hampton
Harris, Baio & McCullough
Harvard-Westlake School
Mr. and Mrs. John Harvey
Km ,P\`F\ f`gg-Qc`F\ f`ggDoi_
Haworth Marketing & Media Company
Km,J\qm`i^`F\\m_
Ms. Juliane Heyman
Priscilla Higgins, Ph.D. and
 Km,Pjb`mT,Fdbbdi -
Higgins-Trapnell Family Foundation
Mr. Linus Ho
Mr. Phillip Hobbs
Mr. Jon J. Hollosi
E. Carmack Holmes M.D. and
Mrs. Carolyn Holmes
Km,\i_Km ,,Pjb`mFjm^cjq-
The Horchow Family Charitable
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley S. Hubbard
Mr. Neil T. Hunt
Ms. Bea Hyp
Km,\i_Km ,Ko cn\l?,H``p\ie``
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Johnson
Ms. Patricia Harris Johnston
Jol & Company, Inc.
W. M. Keck Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. John P. J. Kelly
Ms. Danielle Koornwinder
Mr. Jeffrey Kustusch
Mr. Denis A. Lehane
Ms. Susan Levin
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Lewis
The Lewis Family Foundation
Mr. Andrew Lim
Mr. Peter Lion
The Looker Foundation
Roger Low
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Magid
Mrs. Louise F. Maison
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mattingly
Mr. and Mrs. Bob McLalan
Mr. Cal Meeker
Craig Meyer
Ms. Barbara Reed Miller

Ms. Deborah Lee Minor
Miracle Ticket Fund
Mr. David Mowery
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Moya
Richard Nash
Mr. Mark Nelkin
Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Nevins
Mr. and Mrs. William Nicholson
Ms. Ruth B. Nicoll

Why Direct Relief?
“I am grateful for the
privilege of working
with the dedicated,
ethical, talented
leaders, doctors, staff
and other donors who
are so devoted to this
humanitarian global
program. ‘Direct Relief
International,’ this name
is so true and highly
respected worldwide.”
–Patricia M. Mitchell,
longtime supporter
President Barack Obama and
First Lady Michelle Obama
Mr. William C. Okerlund
Mr. and Mrs. John Osborn
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Overman
Pala Casino
Mrs. Carmen Elena Palomo
Daniel and Emily Pinto
Ndm\_\D\hdgDjoi_\ndji
Pro Packing, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. David Rasmussen
Mr. and Mrs. Mark L. Reinstra
Lady Leslie Ridley-Tree
Mr. and Mrs. John Romo
Km,\i_Km ,Pd^fPji`-
The Roney Family Foundation
S E Pipe Line Construction Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Denis R. Sanan
Santa Barbara Young Professionals Club
SAP Matching Gift Program
Mr. Anthony Sarafa
Saya Foundation
June H. Schuerch
Seattle International Foundation
Vinay Sharma
Mr. and Mrs. James Shattuck
Marcus A. Shaw
Mr. George Short
Silverman & Light, Inc.
Herbert Simon Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Bhupi Singh
Mr. Gene Sinser and Ms. Patti DeDominic
Mr. Fredric E. Steck
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Steckel
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Stinson
Mr. Thomas Tang
Mr. and Mrs. Sanu K. Thomas
Mr. Arthur A. Tilton
Mr. and Mrs. Gary R. Tobey
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Towbes
Tumtum Tree Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Turpin
Mrs. Marilyn Warren Vandever
Vectron International
Venoco, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. James Villanueva
Ms. Grace Walker
Ms. Barbara Warren
Mr. John L. Warren
Mr. Adam Weissman
Mr. John Weldon
Mr. Philip White
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Williams
Ms. Wenwei Yang
Km,\i_Km ,?i\in \m_d-
Yardi Systems, Inc.
Yusko Family Foundation
The Bea and David Zack Memorial
Foundation Inc.
Zidek Family Foundation
Mr. Dale Zurawski and Mr. Geoff Slaff
minister of health
($2,500 +)
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Afromsky
AMB Foundation
The American Society of the Most
Venerable Order of the Hospital of
St. John of Jerusalem

AMN Healthcare
Anacapa Micro Products, Inc.
Anatman Foundation
Mrs. Jeanne S. Anderson
Archetype Media, Inc.
Steven W. Arle, M.D. and
Mrs. Kathleen B. Arle
Dr. Douglas Arnold
Km ,Cgd\]`ncNjnn`m?nfdi
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Attanasio
Ms. Judith Babcock
Andrea Baldo and Vivian Acebal
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bellowe
Km,K`mg`C,@`n*Hm,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bouton
Mr. Matthew Bowden
Heather Brauckman
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Bryan
Dr. and Mrs. Aaron Budgor
Charles Burton
A\m 2A\o `
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Celmayster
Charles Schwab Corporation Foundation
Matching Gift Fund
Chevron Employees Matching Gift Fund
Nicholas Chu
Ms. Patricia Clancy
Mr. and Mrs. Barton E. Clemens, Jr.
Km,Jod K,Ajmi`ej
Mr. Hugues J. De La Vergne III
Jacqueline DeRosa
Mr. Ricky W. Doak
The Doehring Foundation
Mrs. Melissa Dormer
Mr. and Mrs. Steven M. Draghi
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Edwards
Dr. and Mrs. Robert J. Emmons
Mr. Andrew Flemming
FLIR Systems, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Flores
DjrNjdinJn_,
Frank Williams & Partners Architects
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Frey
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Gabrielsen
Gelb Consulting Group, Inc.
General Electric Company
Mr. Paul Glenn
Goldman Sachs & Company Matching
Gift Fund
Mr. Gary Gray
Mr. William R. Guthy
Dr. Helen Hansma
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Hart
Perry Haugen
Mr. Lee Hendricks

Why Direct Relief?
“Direct Relief has great
reach and efficacy. Just
think, a humanitarian
aid organization based
in a small city in the
U.S. which has, in just
the last 10 years, sent
over $1.2 billion of
medical aid to people
suffering from poverty,
war, or natural disasters
around the world. It
can’t be beat.”
– Richard Godfrey,
Direct Relief Board of Directors
Km,Dm`_`md^fH,F`mjb
Hilltop High School
Km,\i_Km ,Pjb`mO,Fdhjpdn
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Hirsch
Mr. Clarence A. Holland, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob R. Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Tanveer Hussain
IBM Employee Services Center
Ms. Lygia M. Ionnitiu
Mr. John Irish
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Jacob
Mr. Evan Kanon
K ,J\om\I\n
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Keeling
Miss Fatimah Khan
Mr. Steven Kleinman
Harish M. Lakhani
Lon Lander
Dr. Kirk Larson
Mrs. Nancy Lessner
Mr. Milton C. Lewis, Jr.
Ms. Margo Lloyd
Lorraine Lim Catering
Mr. Lawrence Lu
The M & M Foundation

Mr. Joseph MacDougald
Mr. Mark McKinley and
Mrs. Laurie D. McKinley
Mr. John Medveckis
Merck Partnership for Giving
Mr. and Mrs. Carl R. Meurk
Deanna Miller
Km,Kd^c\`g,Kjri` \i_
Ms. Deborah Echt
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Nett
New Day Marketing, Ltd.
North Branch Reformed Church
The Overall Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pachner
Rekha D. Packer
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard C. Parent
Ms. Lisa Pautler
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Payatt
Mr. Eric Pearson
Mr. Mogens Pedersen
Mr. Lance F. Pedriana
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Petroni
Mr. John Pew
Mr. and Mrs. James Prosser
Km,\e\gNomd
Mr. David A. Quam
Michele Ramie
Mr. and Mrs. Steven W. Rapp
Anthony and Kyra Rogers
Ms. Emily Roos and Ms. Page Roos
Mr. Gordon Rothrock
Mrs. Anne Klingbeil Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Sandy
Santa Barbara Bank & Trust
Mr. Michael G. Schmidtchen and
Ms. Linda F. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Arent H. Schuyler, Jr.
Qc`E`mnmo_`^cq\mnD\hdg
Philantropic Fund
Mr. Marc Seidler
K ,B`id ``g
Mr. Mahim Sharma
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Shobe
The Silver Tie Fund
Km,Eomejndibc
Ms. Jane Sneed
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Sonneborn
Ms. Irene V. Steinman
Stuart and Nancy Friedell Family
Foundation
Sha-Mayn Teh
Q`e\m\EmjokGip` nh`in
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Tella II
THEMARKETS.com LLC
oe\Qcjh\
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Tucker
Übermind Inc.
UBS Matching Gift Program
Union Bank of California Foundation
United Jewish Endowment Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Van Vliet
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen W. Vaughan
Victory Fellowship
Vitantonio Foundation
Km,\i_Km ,H\h` A,Sjb`g\ib
Dr. Paul von Hippel
Nhu Vuong
Wachovia Foundation Matching Gifts
Program
Mr. and Mrs. Alan D. Waterman
Mr. William P. Wathen and
Ms. Becky Barieau
Watling Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Weber
Mr. Karl Weis and
Mrs. Kristen Klingbeil-Weis
WellPoint Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Werts
K ,Cgd\]`nc?,Tcdni`
Ms. JoAnn E. Wilkinson and
Mr. William E. French
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Williams
Ms. Valerie Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Woronick
Wyckoff Board of Education
Mr. Jeffrey L. Yablon
Mr. Robert Zeuner

>>

WE EXTEND our heartfelt thanks to our
_jijm qcj^jinmd]on`_"/+"0*277di
Fiscal Year 2009, who were too numerous
to include here by name. We strive for
100 percent accuracy. If, however, he
have omitted or misspelled your name,
kg`\ ``r^o `o \i_g`no fijq jq`
can correct our records.

manufacturers and
distributors
proVidinG medical donations
3M
Abbott
American CleanStat, LLC
Anonymous
Ansell Healthcare
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@\rn`mGin`mi\ndji\g*Gi^,
Bayer Consumer Care
BD
Boehringer Ingelheim Cares Foundation
Brightline
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Brymill Cryogenic Systems
Canon
Cera Products, Inc.
Chattem, Inc.
Cobalt Laboratories
Codman & Shurtleff
Covidien
DAVA Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories LTD.
DSM
East West Associates
Eli Lilly & Company
EndoSolutions, Inc.
Ethicon, Inc.
Eton Corporation
Fenwal, Inc.
Fisher Biomedical, Inc.
FSC Laboratories, Inc.
Eg\rjhdncIgdi`
GSMS Incorporated
Hayes Handpiece Franchises Inc.
Henkel Irl Ltd.
Henry Schein, Inc.
Hollister, Inc.
Home Diagnostics, Inc.
Hospira, Inc.
Gi nK`_ Ajmkjm\ndji-P`_Nc\mhBmob
Integra LifeSciences Corporation

Why Direct Relief?
“By giving Direct Relief
access to our powerful
global transportation
network, we help
them serve more
people with essential
medical provisions.
We applaud their
work and look
forward to continuing
our support of
this outstanding
organization.”
– Frederick W. Smith,
Chairman, President and CEO,
FedEx Corporation
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J. Jamner Surgical Instruments, Inc.
Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
Johnson & Johnson Consumer Companies
June Jacobs Labs
K.V. Pharmaceutical Company
Life Uniform Company
Loftin Equipment Co.
K\mg`rNc\mh\^`ond^\g *Gi^,
Mason Vitamins, Inc.
K\nmdrrGidnd\ndp` *Gi^,
McKesson Medical-Surgical
McNeil Consumer &
Specialty Pharmaceuticals
McNeil Nutritionals, LLC
Meda Pharmaceuticals
Medentech Ltd.
K`_S\inr*Gi^,
Mentor Corporation
Merck & Company, Inc.
K`mNc\mh\^`ond^\g *JJA
Kd^mjÊ`r
Midmark Corporation
Kdgn`r*Gi^,
Mylan Laboratories, Inc.
Neutrogena Corporation
New Chapter Vitamins
North Safety Products
Omron Healthcare, Inc.
MirK`_d^\gAjmkjm\ndji
Ortho-McNeil-Janssen
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
P&G
Pharma Medica
Professional Disposables
Progressive Medical International
Prometheus Laboratories
Purdue Pharma, L.P.
Rye Pharmaceuticals Pty Ltd
Sage Products, Inc.
Sandel Medical Industries, LLC
Sanofi Pasteur
sanofi-aventis
Sappo Hill Soapworks
Schering-Plough Corporation

Sperian Protection
Stryker Corporation
SunNight Solar
Sunrise Medical, Inc.
Tarascon Publishing
Teva Pharmaceuticals
That’s Thinking, LLC
Tri-anim Health Services, Inc.
UltiMed, Inc.
Vita-Tech International, Inc.
Watson Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Wilburn Medical
Wyeth
Zee Medical, Inc.

Why Direct Relief?
“Direct Relief has
consistently been a
model of excellence
and is a highly valued
partner of Abbott. For
over 60 years, Direct
Relief’s leadership
has brought health
to millions of people
around the world.”
– Catherine V. Babington,
President, The Abbott Fund

medical facilities,
orGanizations, institutions,
and indiViduals proVidinG
in-Kind support oVer $5,000
(Wholesale)
Aesculapian Surgery Center
Africa Aid
American Red Cross, Santa Barbara
County Chapter
Mr. Raul Anon
?mdji\Djjn$?ifg`k`^d\gd n
Gilbert L. Ashor, M.D.
Associated Surgeons
Bacara Resort & Spa
Mr. Andrew Bailard
Mr. Richard Baker
Baptist Primary Care Regency
Paul Barone, M.D.
Ms. Liv-Anna Beltran
Best Western South Coast Inn
Rita Biesen-Bradley, M.D.
Big Dog Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Borgaro
Nancy Bradbury, M.D.
Ms. Susan Broderica
Buellton Medical Center
Cancer Center of Santa Barbara
Carrillo Surgery Center
Ms. Anne Carroll
Cartersville Woman’s Club
Center for Surgical Dermatology
Ms. Paula Chasan
Ms. Madhubala Chheda
Child Health Foundation
Children’s Medical Clinic

Why Direct Relief?
“Direct Relief has operated
under challenging
economic conditions
this past year yet it
continues to distinguish
itself as one of the
foremost humanitarian
organizations by
providing exceptional
support to those in great
need around the world.”
– Kevin Breeden,
President of Miltex, Inc.
Cleveland County Health Dept.
Concentra Medical Center
Coram
W. Jackson Corley, M.D.
Cosmetic Surgery Center
Cottage Hospital
William H. Coulter, M.D.
County Animal Shelter

David Cumes, M.D.
Ms. Louise Currey
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dallara
Mr. and Mrs. James Damato
Diagnostic Test Group
Mr. Frank Dinoto
Dossett Dental
Doubletree Hotel Mahwah
Mr. Roger C. Dunham
Mr. Eric Edmondson
ENT Head & Neck Surgery Center
Estrella Women’s Health Center
Eureka Pediatrics
Evolutions Medical Spa
Eye & Vision Care
Fair Oaks Hospital
Leslie Farias, D.D.S.
D`_Cr
Feed The Children
First Christian Church
Fistula Foundation
FMC Dialysis Center
Fontana Optometric Group
Food Bank of Santa Barbara County
Alfred Forrest, M.D.
Four Seasons Biltmore
Saul Frechtman, D.D.S.
Free Wheelchair Mission
Ms. Leta Fuller
Mr. Mark Galbraith
Paul A. Gallagher, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glenn
Global Assist Network
Global Links
Global Medical Brigades
Global Medical Response
Globus Relief Fund
Goleta Valley Cottage Hospital
Goleta Valley Medical Pharmacy
Mr. Carl Goodwin
Google
Ms. Barbara Graber
Grand Rapids Women’s Health
Graybill Medical Group
Grossman Burn Foundation
Grove Medical Associates
Mr. Don Haedicke
Mr. Chris Hainey
Ms. Margaret Haley
Ms. Jennifer Hamilton
F\i_kd`^`Qm\_dibNj n-K\m\h\mB`in\g
Hartford Medical Group
Hawthorn Surgery Center
Anna M. Hays, M.D.
Healthlink Family Practice
Ms. Donna Higbee
Joseph J. Hong M.D.
Hospice Partners of the Central Coast
Indigenous Development Coordinators
 Doi_&GBA'
International Aid
International Health Partners
Jamestown Primary Care
Ms. Helen Jepsen
Mr. Charlie Johnson
Ms. Patricia Jones
Mr. Tariq Kadri
Kaiser Permanente
Kansas City V.A. Facility
Gregory Keller, M.D.
Mr. John Kennedy
Km,\i_Km ,HjciIijr+Hjci nji
Lakewood Surgery
Las Vegas Surgery Center
LaSalle Medical Associates
Ms. Erma Lawton
LDS, Humanitarian Service
Nora M. Lewis, CNM
Ms. Marysue Lewter
Loloma Foundation
Long Beach Memorial Medical Center
Map Link
Ms. Kenneth Marshall Engle
K`_d^\go]e`^nF`\_dib
Medical Teams International
MedPharm, Inc.
MedShare
K ,H`\iK`id`
Mercy Ships
Miller Children’s Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Morrison
Mount Kisco Medical Group
Naples Medical Center
Needham Orthopedic & Sports Medicine
K ,c\]i\hL`c\n
Newton Correctional Facility
NIH Clinical Center
Northwest Surgical Association
Mr. Bob Obici
Occhiali Eyewear
Operation USA
Optometry Care of Santa Barbara
Oral Health America
Oral Health Products
Orthopedic Surgical Practice
Ostomy Support Group of Saddleback Valley

Ms. Maggie Page
Peplin
Nc d^d\i ajmM@-E LA\m`
Podiatry Health Care, P.C.
Poland Chiropractic Office
Ms. Nancy Poor
Ms. Frances Power Weismiller
Nmje`^nFjk`
Nmje`^n,?,S,C,
David Rabinov, M.D.
Rain Chemicals Company
P`_Pj^f M@-E L
Ms. Patricia Reed
Reservoir Medical Associates
Mr. Ralph Riffenburgh
Ms. Milly Riemenschneider
Rocky Mountain Urgent Care
Ms. Kristen Rogers
Rosenbaum Dental
RSVP West Valley
Lynn A. Rudman, M.D.
The Salvatorian Mission Warehouse
Sansum Diabetes Research Institute
Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital
Santa Barbara Gastroenterology
Medical Group
Santa Barbara Neighborhood Clinics
Savusavu Community Foundation
Mr. James Scheinfeld
Sea Mar Community Care Center
SEE International
Ms. Wilma Sherman
Silver Eagle Refining, Inc.
Solvang and Santa Barbara UVS
Specialty Surgery Center
SSA Marine
St. Johns Hospital
St. Johns Regional Medical Center
St. Joseph Hospital

Why Direct Relief?
“Our long-standing
relationship with Direct
Relief is inspired by a
common goal—to help
all people live healthy
lives. Together, we have
found innovative ways
to leverage financial,
intellectual, and
technical resources
to deliver aid and
strengthen healthcare
systems, reaching
people in need around
the world.”
– Edward J. Ludwig,
Chairman, President and CEO, BD
Stueben County Blog
Roy I. Sugasawara, M.D.
Supply Chain Management Systems
Ms. Laura Sylvester
Qcjh\ H,Njeoi\ *K,B,
Ms. Nancy Thompson
Ms. Barbara L. Tocchi
Murray Taubman, O.D.
Mr. Robert E. Thompson
Town and Country Club
Trading Places International
David Tran, D.D.S.
Mr. Steven Turkheimer
Turner Family Dentistry
Tuscaloosa Urology Center
United Blood Services
University of Akron Health Services
University Medical Center - Fresno
Urgent Care and Family Care Center
Urgent Care of Green County
Km,Hj `S`g\ lo`*Hm,
VITAS Innovative Hospice Care
VNA and Hospice of Southern California
Wake Forest University Health Sciences
Waterford Copies and More LLC
T` nB`mh\njgjbja?mdji\
Women’s Care Specialists
Women’s Health Consultants
The World Family
Wyoming State Hospital
Ms. Kimberley Yorke

>> SPECIAL THANKS to the Midmark

program participants and to the many
Kiwanis Clubs, Lions Clubs, Emblem
Clubs, and Rotary Clubs that have
supported Direct Relief International.

The
Legacy
Society
The Legacy Society exclusively recognizes those visionary
and caring individuals who have included Direct Relief
International in their estate plans. Their commitment and
dedication are shining examples of generosity that will help
Direct Relief International continue its efforts to help people
affected by poverty, disasters, and civil unrest live better,
healthier lives

For information on planned giving or
on becoming a member of the Legacy
Society, please contact Jill Muchow
Rode, CFRE, at (805) 964-4767 x181
or visit us online at

www.legacy.vg/directrelief/giving/1.html

Dotsy and Jack Adams
Ms. Jane H. Alexander
Anner Trust
Anonymous
Estate of Rhea Applewhite
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. Ashor
Mrs. Miriam Bailey
Estate of Nancy Balch
The Charles H. Bell Charitable Remainder Trust
Mr. Merle E. Betz, Jr.
Mr. Joseph F. Bleckel
Estate of Marguerite Bulf
Don Bullick
William S. Burtness
Ms. Carol Carson
Ms. Patricia Clancy
Roy R. and Laurie M. Cummins Fund
Estate of Margaret E. Davis
Estate of Peter M. Dearden
Estate of H. Guy Di Stefano
The Grant C. Ehrlich Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ewing
Estate of Howard C. Fenton
June Breton Fisher
Mildred K. Fusco Trust
Mrs. Raye Haskell
Stan and Betty Hatch
Estate of Harry Hoskins
Terrence Joseph Hughes
Estate of Dorothy Humiston
Dick and Pat Johnson
Ms. Beverly A. Jones
Estate of Judith Jones
Mrs. Marvel Kirby
John Michael Koelsch
Dorothy Largay and Wayne Rosing
Kenneth R. Loh
Estate of Yvonne C. Lucassen
Frank and Marilyn Magid
Audrey E. Martinson
Martone Family Trust
Bruce and Kathleen McBroom
Mr. Michael Mendelson
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Miles
Patricia McNulty Mitchell
Charles J. and Esther R. Mlynek Trust
Estate of Harold A. Parma
Jody and Don Petersen
Mr. Juan Posada
Estate of Nancy Roberts
Estate of Maria Rosmann
The Babette L. Roth Irrevocable Trust
Richard and Maryan Schall
Estate of Marie L. Van Schie
Bill and Nancy Schlosser
Estate of June H. Schuerch
Estate of Thelma R. Smith
Estate of Margaret H. Smith
Mrs. Fred Smithcors
Estate of Robert H. Sommer
Estate of K. W. Stawicki
Walter and Mae Stern Trust
Estate of Grace A. Tickner
Donn V. Tognazzini
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence B. Wallin
Josephine M. Wood Trust
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Serve
People.

Lift from
the Bottom.
Pull from
the Top.

Improve the
health of people
living in highneed areas by
strengthening
fragile health
systems and
increasing access
to quality health
care.

Working with
world-class
companies and
institutions,
bringing
resources to the
most medically
underserved
communities
in the U.S. and
abroad.

Build Upon
What
Exists.
Identify, qualify,
and support
existing
healthcare
providers over
the long term
and serve as a
catalyst for other
critically needed
resources.

MANY THANKS
TO THE PHOTOGRAPHERS WHO
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT:
Jonathan Alpeyrie
Frank Bott
Kristin Brown
Kristi Bullock
Sheila Cullen
Jay Farbman
Andrew Fletcher
Ana Fuentes

Shaleece Haas
AETERNAPHOTO.COM

Alison Jones
ALISONJONESPHOTO.COM
Los Angeles Free Clinic
Matt MacCalla
Margaret Molloy
Monie Photography
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Randy Olsen
Servane Pelle
Lindsey Pollaczek
Daniel Rothenberg,
PHOTOASIA.ORG
Warren Schulthies
Dan Smith
Andrew Stern

Irma Turtle
William Vazquez
Bryan Watt
Nik Wheeler
Jodie Willard
JODIEWILLARD.COM
Brett Williams
Sarah Wilkinson

Remove
Barriers.
Create
transparent,
reliable, costeffective
channels to
contribute
and to access
essential medical
resources,
particularly
medicines,
supplies, and
equipment.

Focus on
Activities
with High
Impact on
Health.
Maternal and
child health;
primary care;
HIV/AIDS and
other chronic
diseases;
emergency
preparedness
and response.

Play to
Strengths.
Partner
for Other
Needs.
Engage in
activities that
address a
compelling
need and align
with our core
competencies
and areas of
excellence.
Ally with an
expanded
network of
strategic
partners who
are working
on related
causes and
complementary
interventions in
order to leverage
resources.

Ensure
Value for
Money.
Use technology
to generate
efficiencies,
leverage
resources, and
maximize health
improvement
for people
with every
dollar spent.
Maintain modest
fundraising and
administrative
expenses.

Be a Good
Partner
and
Advocate.
Give credit
where due,
listen carefully,
and respect
those whom we
serve and those
contributing
resources.

Respond
Fast While
Looking
Ahead.
In emergencies,
support the
immediate needs
of those affected
by working with
local partners
best situated to
assess, respond,
and prepare for
the long-term
recovery.

Take the
High Road.
Deliver aid
without regard
to race, ethnicity,
political or
religious
affiliation, gender,
or ability to
pay. Inspire
participation by
earning the trust
and confidence
of private parties
and encouraging
their participation
in our mission.

OUR
MISSION is to

improve the health
and lives of people affected
by poverty, disaster, and
civil unrest.
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